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EC Foreign Ministers To Meet on Soviet Events 

LD1IVO0802 2691 London PRESS ASSOC LATION 
in English 0809 GMT 19 Aug 9! 

[By Geofl Meade. PRESS ASSOCIATION, in Brussels] 

[Excerpts] European Community foreign ministers have 
been summoned to Brussels for talks 
tomorrow [20 August] in the wake of the Sovict coup. 
The swift response reflects immense concern in Europe 
at the implications of the takeover, and the munisicrs will 
be assessing the long-term political consequences and the 
future of cxrsting EC asd agreements designed specifi- 
cally to encourage reforms. 

The summons to Brussels came from the Dutch Foreign 
Minsstry, which now holds the community presidency. A 
British Government spokesman said 11 was not immedi- 
ately clear whether Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd 
would attend in person. 

NATO officials were also due to hold emergency talks 
later today to assess the military implications of over- 
night events in Moscow. 

The removal of Mr Gorbachev has dealt a severe blow to 
blossoming new western relations with the Soviet Union 
The European Community—the 12 EC governments 
and the Brussels ( ommission—has been instrumental in 
encouraging Moscow's moves towards since 
the collapse of communism and the tearing down [words 
indistinct] [passage omitted] 

Now the EC foreygn ministers will have to begin a mayor 
rethink of western foreign policy towards the Soviet 
Union, a process which will take weeks if not months as 
the real strength and political philosophy of the new 
Kremlin regime emerges. 

Tomorrow the |2 foreign ministers will merely discuss 
the latest available information and how 1 affects not 
only relations with Moscow itself, but also with other 
former communist bloc countnes Nations like Hungary 
and Poland have from the Soviet shadow suf- 
ficrently for EC officials to be talking openly of much 
closer links than the “associate” status which was sug- 
gested as a reward for the opening up of castern Europe. 

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 1 

Dutch Spokesman Details Attack On EC Helicopter 

40 1608144691 Pass AFP in English 1428 GMT 
16 Aug 9! 

[Text] The Hague. Aug 16 (AFP) — A heloopter trans- 
porting European Community observers was attacked in 
Yugoslavia on Friday [16 August), but was not downed. 
a Dutch Foreign Ministry spokesman sand 

It was not known where the helhooptcr was fying when 
the attack occurred, and there was no word on possibic 
casualties. Spokesman Joanna van Virct had no further 
details. 

UN Head Hopes for End to Hostage Crisis 

4 1608183391 Parts AFP in Enelis’ 1814 GMT 
16 Aug 9! 

[Text] Faro, Portugal, Ang 16 (AFP) — U_N. Secretary 
General Javier Perez de Cuctlar said he hoped the trama 
of hostages held in Lebanon could be resolved within two 
weeks, as he arrived Friday [16 August] im this southern 
town for a brief holiday. 

“Negotiations are going to continuc on the sidelines and 
we hope that a solution might emerge within the neat 
two weeks,” Perez de Cuellar sand. Earher in the week, he 
held a sernes of discussions in Geneva after he received a 
message from the kidnappers of released British hostage 
John McCarthy. However, concessions must be made by 
the parties concerned, the UN. chief executive added at 
the start of a nine-day vacation. 

Moslem Shite clerics in Lebanon carher vowed pess- 
mism that 10 remaining Western hostages would follow 
McCarthy and US. hostage Edward Tracy, released 
Sunday. to freedom unless Israci relaxed 1s position and 
set free Lebanese and Arab prisoners. 

In Jerusalem. an Israch negotiator who met with Perez 
de Cuellar in Geneva, Un Lubram, said Israci would 
only make a “goodwill gesture” to help the Unied 
Nations solve the hostage crisis after it received news on 
the fate of seven Israch soldiers missing in Lebanon 

In Geneva on Thursday. Perez de Cuctlar sand arranging 
the hostage release process could take “perhaps days. 
perhaps weeks.” The UN. chief 1s to spend his vacation 
at Sagres, where his son-indaw, a Portuguese, owns 

property. 



2 AUSTRIA 

Chancellor Vranitzky Interviewed on Moscow Events 

AU 1908092891 Vienna Desterrewh Eins Radio 
Network in German 0500 GMT 19 Aug 9! 

[Vranstzky] It 1s, of course, umpossible to draw a definite 
conclusion after such a short time. however, 11 1s partic- 
ularly umportant to know whether this step. whoch has 
now become known. 1s a definite sicp. and how the ncw 
political leadership will conduct the USSR's mterna- 
tronal role 

{Reiss} Chancellor, are you concerned about any reper- 
cussions on the positive developments that were touched 
off of initiated by Mikhail Gorbachev” 

[Vranitzky] | cannot say at this point whether | am 
concerned, because too little « known, however, | do 
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Mock lL rges Solution to \ ugosiay Problems 

AU 1608140891 Vienna DIE PRESSE in German 
16 Aug Yip 3 

[Interview with Foreign Minister Alors Mock by Andreas 
Unterberger. place and date not given: “No Change of 

| only intervened once more when | had the impression 
that the EC would abandon its missson altogether. Even 
if thes was understandable from a human viewport, | 

[Mock] Sometimes | have this feeling. however, | always 
reyect such allegations vehemently People may revile us, 
or they may beleve that our policy 1 wrong, but they 
should not think that we are so stupid as to want some 
kind of annexation. 

Unterberger] How do you assess the success of the EC in 
ugosiayia” 

[Mock] Of course, u has become that the 
mstruments of the CSCE and the EC ign policy are 
still madequatc One musi not forget. however, that the 
successful UN operation in the Gulf war was only 
possible because of the lucky and unique constellauon 
One should not beheve that collective security works 
every time 



countnes who made 100 little effort too late The foreign 
minster from a mew democracy told me two weeks ago’ 

[Unterberger] However, the Serbs mghtly ask wh 
600,000 Serts cannot be granted the mght to - 
determination if the Croats claim thes mght as well 

[Mock] Serbs live in Croatia, and Croats liwe mm Serbia 
Generous cultural and political autonomy must be 

oe 

| Unterberger] Because the Austrians themselves want to 
use their cars, but the foreigners should not be allowed to 
drive through Austra’ 

[Mock] They do not mind the foreygners coming, but not 
with thew own cars. 



4 UNITED KINGDOM 

Prime Minister Comments on Gorbaches's Removal 

LD1908121191 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 
in English 1133 GMT 19 Aug 9! 

[By Daved Mason. PRESS ASSOCIATION] 

[Text] Prume Monester John Major sand today Mr Gor- 

under Mr Gorbachev. “What appears to have happened 
% 2 Sinke against the rciorm process m the Soviet 
Unmon.” he sand. “I beheve that the whole world has a 

Mr Mayor emphasised he was still gathering information. 
but there seemed “little dou that President Gorbaches 

Industry ministers. They are cxpected to consider the 
best way of formulating a co-ordinated European ( om- 
munity response to the overthrow. Mr Hurd will meet 

EC foreign ministers in The Hague tomorrow 

Mr Major sard 1 was too carly to say whether he would 

support to Mr Gorbachev at thei recent meeting m 

London. “1 don't beheve that's the case Newther 1 that 
the cause of the present difficulties in the Sovict U non. 
as far as we can see.” he sand 

He confirmed that Britain had no warning of Mr (ror. 
bachev's overthrow. although “clearly one realied the 
possibility of thes happening at some stage” 

There was no need to reconsider Britain's defence cuts mn 
the hight of the news from Moscow. Mr Mayor sand. “The 
prospects of events m the Sovict Union were among 
those matters that were considered. and considered very 

carefully. mm terms of the defence reductions that were 
te” 

reported that Vice-President Gennady Yanayey 

A Foregn Office spokeswoman said she knew nothing 
about the report. “If 1 1s true then we well get confirma. 
von from the Sowret Embassy in duc course.” [passage 

Palestinians Meet With PLO, British Officials 
1 41808045191 Jerusalem Gol Yisrael in Hebres 
O405 GMT 18 Aue 9! 

known of whom are Edward Sand. who arrived from the 



‘Top-Level Talks’ Held 

LDI708 180591 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 
im English 1728 GMT 17 Aug 91 

[by Paul Bromicy. PRESS ASSOCIATION lobby corre- 
spondent]} 

UNITED KINGDOM 5 

{Text} Top-tevel talks on a Midaie East peace conference 
took place m London today between senor Foceign 

csteman leaders mm the capital on a private vert held a 
two-hour mecteng woh the three semor offirials to ds- 
cuss the Amencan plans for the conference in October 



6 GERMANY 

Reactica to Seizure of Power in Soviet Union 

Kobi Told oF “Iiness” 
LD1I9O8097¢9~! Hambure DP 1 in German 0833 GUT 
19 Aug 9! 

[Text] (DPA}—Chancellor HAmut Kohl. who « on 
vacation on St. Crcigen on W olfangsce lake mm Ausinz, was 
mmmediately informed this morneng about the inc of 
Gorbaches and the emostion of the state of emergency 
im the Sovect imon. A government spokesman 
annoenced mm Bonn that this morning that the Federal 
Government only had news agency reports Al the 
moment efforts are being made to obtain mformation 
aboul the situation om the USSR though the govern- 
ment’s own channels 

Genscher Returns to Bonn 

LDI@OR0" 289! Hambure DP 1 2 German 0619 GMT 
19 Aue 9! 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—Forcign Minister Hans-Dictrich 
Genscher flew back from Berchtesgarden this morning. 
where he was on vacatron. directly to Bonn to stan 
consultations about the situation in the Sovect U mon 
The obvious ousteng of Soviet Pressdent Mekhai Gor- 
baches came as a serpriseng dev clopment for the Federal 
Government. for which there had been no mndications 
Genscher wnmediately canceled hes vist to Savony- 
Anhalt and the Harz mountains when h he was planning 
to make together with hes Portagwese counterpart. Joao 
Deus Pinheiro. The talks with the Portugese foregn 
minister will mow take place in Bonn 

Ne Government ( omment 

AU 190807 3091 © cologne Dewtwhlandtunk Network 
in German OOO GUT 19 tue 9! 

[Excerpt] The Federal Government in Bonn has refused 
to comment on the events in Moscow The government 
18 reportedly trying to oftarn rehabic informatron Chan- 
cellor Kohl was informed m his holiday resort im St 
Crigen, Ausina [passage omiited] 

Kohl Arrives in Bonn 

LD1908113691 Hambure DPA in German 1122 GMT 
19 tug 9! 

ext] Bonn (DP A)}—¢ hancetlor Helmut Kohl arrived mm 
today. Because of the uncapected ousting of 

Mikhail Gorbachey be broke off hus vacation mm St 
Clgen, Austna. which orginally should have continued 
until neat week 

In telephone conversations with leading Western polity- 
crams, Kohl mtends to try to assess the situation m the 
USSR Following hrs meeting with journalists a conver- 
satvon between the chancellor and the party and parha- 
mentary group chairmen 1s planned for late thes after- 
noon 
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Forege Monier Hans-Dectrich Genxcher well also 
aiend the tah. The PDS [Party for Democratic 
Soctaleem] repzesentatives have not been enveted to the 
tatk. 

Genscher on Soviet Commitments 

£D1908112591 Hamburg DPA in German 1029 GMT 
19 ine 9 

attend the special session of the EC foreign menisters 

Al the begrnning of his workeng talks with Portugese 
mister Joao Deus Pinheiro, Geascher had 

Genscher sand other things “We regard the 
developments im the Sovect Union with great concern 
We capress our expectation that the Sovect LU mron will 
adhere strictly to al imternational commitments and 

Gemocracy and respect for human nghts will be contin: 
ved” 

tngholm ( onsider Sanctions 

LD1908075191 Hamburg DPA in German 06320 GMT 
19 tue 9! 

Test] Bonn (DPA}—Afier the coup im the Soviet t mon, 
Democratic Party [SPD] chief Byorn Enghoim 

called on the European Community today “to speak with 
one vowe from the first day ~ Before the sudden swing to 
the nght escalated into a disastrous development. the 
world community should, if necessary. even react with 
political and cconorac sanctions, Engholm sand on 
Wesideutscher Rundtunk radio 

The Eastern European countries need to be protected 
against renewed pressure from Moscow The negative 



capenemcs wath ¥ a showed that wick. con- 
certed acon by the 1% emportant to prevent “encal- 
collate Gevelopmecs.~ After all, there are still 3 ¥).000 
S.-i soldats on German testiory 

Seviet Troops Stay at Bases 

1.190808 3681 Hamburg DPA in German 0736 GMT 
IS tug 9! 

[Text] Bern (DPA)}—Th: withdrawal of Sovict troops 
from Grermany will be continued even after the ot :ous 
ousteng of the Soveet Pressdent Mikhail Gorbachev, 
DPA was told by a Wuenstorf Command spokesman 
teday. He sad the command and all Western Greep 
ok are “closely” following the development of che 
ote on the Soveet Union. 

The oegreal Py the state commutice umposing the state of 
Omsge. ‘he USSR has been conveyed to the 
Westerr ‘jroap. “The units of the Western Group are at 
ther Paws.” & was sand. The personne! “are fulfilling 
thew tasks according to plan.” No further details are 
avaslable as yet 

Government ‘Deeply Concerned 

1.1D1908102191 Hambure DPA in German O85) GUT 
19 tue 9! 

[ Text) Bons, (DP A}—According to the head of the Chan- 
cetior’s Office, Rudolf Senters (CDU) [(Chrntian Demo- 
crate LU mon), the Federal Goverament is “deeply con- 
cerned and worned™ about the developments m the 
Sovect Umron. 

Chancellor Helmut Kohl, who is interrupting his vaca- 
thon and returning to Bonn, will meet the heads of the 
CDU/CSU [Christan Social Umon), FDP [Free Demo- 
crate Party), SPD [Social Democratic Party}, and All. 
ance-90 parties and Bundestag groups at the Chancellor's 
Office thes afterncon, to discuss the sitestion after the 

of Sowet President Mikhail Gorbachev, Serters 
said meeting will also be attended by Foreign 
Minister Hans- Dietrich Genscher, Sericrs announced on 
Deutschlandfumk radio today 

Asked whether Bonn had been surprised by the develop- 
ments, Sevters saed it had definitely “been surprising mm 
thes way.” In reply to another question, about the con- 
tractual commutments that Moscow has on the with- 
drawal of Soviet troops from the new laender, Severs 
referred to the declaration made by Moscow that inter- 
natronal commitments eill not be affected im any way 

Genscher Alters Schedule 
11 /WOR8ORSEY) Cologne Deutschlandtunk Network 
in German 0730 GMT 19 Aug 91 

[Text] Foregn Minister Hans-Dictrich Genscher has 
changed hes schedule because of developments im the 

GERMANY ? 

Sovect Umon. He will recernwe bn Pottuguecor counter- 
part. Joso Jc Deus Pinheoro, for talks +» Bonn, but well 
pot go to Saxony-Anhalt and the Har, Mowntrums, as 
planncd 

In Bonn. Minster m the Chancellor's Office Rudolf 
Sevters 1s charring a mectong at ehach the srtuateon om the 
Sovect Unron os beng dracoesed 

Onto Graf Lambsdorff, charrman of the Free Democrate: 
Party [FDP]. and Byocrn Enghoim. chairman of the 
Social Democrate Party of Germany [SPD]. have 
ecapressed concern about the events in Moscow. Lambs- 
dorff sasd that the USSR os currently enable to cope with 
its ccONOMA problems without foreign ard. and the FRG 
must bring sts influence to bear om that regard. Engholm 
called upon the European ( ommunity to speak with one 
vou’ now, from the start of the criss. 

Iranian Fave, Summoned Ove~ Hostage Remarks 

L.D16081 3499! Hambure DPA in German 1042 GMT 

16 tue 9! 

[Excerpts] Bonn (DPA}—Iraman Ambassador Seyyed 
Hoseyn Musavian was summoned to the Foreign Min- 
try today after a number of media appearances. Musa- 
vian’s public statements on the apparently large role 
beng played by the Lebanese Hammadi family im the 
Negotiations on an mtcrnational hostage cxachange have 
apparently led to intation om Bonn 

Foreign Ministry Spokesman Hans Schumacher 
announced that State Secretary Hans-Werner Lauten- 
schlager 1s seeking explanations from the ambassador In 
addition to announcing the summons, whech 1s almost 
always viewed as a critecrem, the spokesman also 
answered questions on Bonn's position m the whole 
hostage situation and sad that i 1 “ccrtammly not sen- 
sible to burden such difficult endeavors with public 

) < 

On the svbyect of speculation as to whether the Federal 
Government could resolve to release by pardoning the 
brothers ‘Abhas and Muhammad Ali Hammadi. who are 
sentenced to |} years and life reypectively, Schumacher 
repeated the formula that “al present” | makes no sense 
to talk about The UN secretary general also stated that 
a phase of quect diplomacy 5 now beginning [passage 

omitted] 

On Deutechlandfunt radro today. Musavian confirmed 
that Iran “knew the (amily well,” that the famuly often 
came to Germany for prison vreits, and that “we have 
suggested to the Federal Government that speaks to 
them and negotiates with them directly ~ Iran does not 
wish “to mnterfere” and does not wish to pudge whether 
the Hammad: brothers ore crominals However. a pardon 
would make the “whole hostage problem” caser 
Ambassador Musayian called it (a humanitanan contr. 
butrun ” [passage omitted] 



. GERMANY 

Further on Iranian Ambassador 

AU 1608184691 Main: 7DF Televrmon Networ' 
in German 1TOOGMT ‘6 Aug 9! 

[Text] There are diplomatic differences berwoen Bonn 
and Tehran im connection with the efforts that are being 
made for the release of the Western hostages in L chanon 
Iramar. Amibayuador Seyyed Hoseyn Musas ian was sum- 
moned to the Foreign Ministry today after haying called 
for a pardon for the Haramad: brothers. who are empris- 
oned m Germany. He sud mm a Deutschlandfunk radio 
imterview that the situation of the two German hostages. 
Hemnch Struct and Thomas Kemptncr, had to be 
viewed scparaicly from that of the other Western hos 
tages. He sand that they were mm the hands of the 
Hammad: family and were not held by a political group 

The lraman ambassador had to answer questions on the 
Foresgn Ministry for an hour Lecause the Federal Gov- 
ernment apparently did not find the statements he made 
im public 9 recent days very heipful. The Iranian had 
repeatedly created the impression that the release of the 
ten German was linked w pardon tor the 
Hammad: brothers, and the Federal Government should 
demonstrate more flexibility in dealong with this legal 
probiem 

However, following his tals mm the Foren Ministry. the 
ambassador sand 

[Begin Musavian recording im Persian with supermm.- 
posed German translation] The lraman Governmen 
hoids the view that all hostages. mcluding the two 
Germans, should be reieased without any preconditrons. 
however, the Hammad: family m return insists on the 
release of its two soms. Therefore. the UN secretary 
general should receive a repre-cntative of the famuely for 
talks. and in Bonn, too, sonmwbedy should also talk with 
the Hammadi Contacts of the lraman Government 
with the family have shown that the problem could also 
be solved if the Isractss showed flexibility and released all 
prisoners, if possible. Then one could be optimrstic— 
regarding the fate of the »wo Germans as well fend 
recording) 

Thus the Iramans also want the problem of the Crerman 
hostages tu be resolved internationall, withen the scope 
of the negotiations beld by UN Secretary General Perez 
de Cuctiar, That 6 precisely what the Foderal Govern 
ment wants too 

Ministry ‘Considering’ Cave 

LD1808;13391 Bertin ADN om German 1044 GMT 
18 Aug 9! 

[Text] 
news magazine 

(ADN}—According to the Hamburg 
R SPIEGEL, the hustioe Menistry 

Bonn 1s comsdering how the two Lebanese Hammad 
brothers, who cre serving sentences for murder, kidnap- 

ping. and hyackeng an aircraft, can be exchang d for the 
two German hostages, Hewrich Stra tig and Thomas 
Kemptner. A pardon would be problem. the magarine 

says on sts cdetron 0 be pedicshed on Monday It presup- 
poses that a large part of the sentence has boos, served, 
whoch not the. ..2 for the Hammad: brothers. In 1988 
and 1989 they score seentenced to life and to 13 years 
IMprrsommMent respectively 

According to the code of crummal procedure. however. 
there 5 a way to solve the problem, DER SPIEGEL says. 

45ta allows for “the sentence not to be 

for four Germans, who were beng m 

ms that « docs ol m any way wart to create the 
impression it can tx blackmasled with hostages 

Stovenia’s Peterle, Kohl Discuss Independence 

10 160812069) Vicana Oesterrench Eins Radio 
Serword ep Cormon 100GMT 16 dug v/ 

[Text] Nov one Prome Micwster Peteric has met with 
German Chancetler Kohl on St. Giigen where Kohl ns 
vacationing. The two-hour exchange focusod on the 
explosive sittuatior in Yugoslavia and Slovenia's efforts 

Covernment Reported Offering Turkey Terrorism Aid 

LD1608 141891 Hambure DP 4 on German 1156 GMT 
16 tue Yi 

{Excerpt} Ankara (DPA}— to German 4 mbas- 
sador to Turkey Ekkehard Exckhoff, the federal 
Republe offered the Turkish Government cooperation 
and ad im the fight agamst terrormm. Enckhofl told 
pournalists m Ankara today that yesterday he handed 
over a corresponding offer from Bonn the Turkish 
Crovermment The ambassador sad the Federal Govern- 
ment condemns the activities of the Kurdistan \orkers’ 
Part; (PRK). it clearly emerged that PKK members 
bidnepped ten Germans and held them for several days 
at the Seginning of the month Al the same tire, 
Fickhot reyected speculation that the tidnapping was 
engineered from Germany The reports are based on che 
“completely emcorrect translation” of diary entries. Ger- 
man-Turkish reitions are not under strain by the enc 
dent [passage omitted] 

Spokesman Denies Offer 

LD1608202191 Berlin ADN in German 1514 GMT 
16 tug ¥/ 

[Text] Bonn (ADN)}—The Foreign Ministry today 
described as erroncous reports that the Federal Repubiic 
had offered Turkey cooperation mm fighting terrormm 
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Foreign Ministry Spokesman Hanns Schumacher told 
ADN that German Ambassador to Ankara Ekkehard 
Eickhoff had pointed out that the Kurdish Workers’ 
Party [PKK] 1s described as a terrorist association in the 
report by the German Office for the Protection of the 
Constitution and that the Federal Government will play 
its part in Continuing to prevent the PKK’s activity in the 
Federal Republic. 

KGB Reportedly Bugging Phones in Former GDR 
LD1708094191 Berlin ADN in German 0030 GMT 
17 Aug 91 

[Text] Dresden (ADN)}—Even after the demise of the 
Stasi, bugging is continuing in the former 
GDR. This is reported by the DRESDNER MORGEN- 
POST in its Saturday edition. The KGB is said to have 
succeeded in rebuilding substantial sections of the Min- 
istry of State Security bugging devices in their barracks. 

The KGB operations were aimed at the newly installed 
directional radio links, through which a large part of 
intra~German telephone traffic is conducted, the DRES- 
DNER MORGENPOST writes, quoting members of the 
German Office for the Protection of the Constitution 
{BfV}. “They are bugging everything they can around the 
cack,” BEV Saxony representative Heinz Eggert, told the 
newspaper. Eggert did not rule out the possibility of 
being among those bugged. Federal !nterior Minister 
Schacuble warned on Thursday that the KGB 1s in the 
process cf building up a new espionage network in the 
east. 

Tisch on Gorbachev Remarks Before Honecker Ouster 

LD1808090591 Hamburg DPA in German 0747 GMT 
18 Aug 91 

[Excerpt] Berlin (DPA)}—The former Sociaust Unity 
Party of Germany [SED] Politburo member Harry Tisch 
quotes Soviet party leader Mikhail Gorbachev as saying 
shortly before the fall of SED leader Erich Honecker: “! 
wish you the best of luck, but will you manage it?” 

In an article for the Berlin-based KURIER AM SONN.- 
TAG, Tisch writes that he flew to Moscow after secret 
talks with Egon Krenz and Guenther Schabowski on 15 
October 1989 and was immediately received there by 
Gorbachev. “I described the critical situation and the 
mood of the people to him in exact terms.” 

Gorbachev then answered: “That is nothing new to me. 
The trip to the 40th anniversary of the GDR was very 
embarrassing. | only went out of a sense of duty and to 
help.” Former leader of the GDR trade unions Tisch 
went on to say: 
actions right.” 

“Gorbachev said he considered our 

[passage omitted] 
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Government Supports UN on Iragi Oil Exports 

LD1608 (34191 Berlin ADN in German 1036 GMT 
16 Aug 91 

[Text] Bonn (ADN)}—The Federal Government has no 
information of its own concerning the effects on the 
civilian population of the UN sanctions against Iraq. 
Foreign Ministry Spokesman Hans Schumacher said 1 
supports the UN sanctions committee's 15 August deci- 
sion to allow Iraqi oil exports on a limited scale. The 
spokesman described ut as “plausibe™ that the embargo 
was still having an effect on the civilian population. On 
the other hand, Husayn himself could lessen the burden 
on the people if he adjusted his political priorities. It ts 
still the case that sanctions are the “only way of bringing 
the war criminal Husayn to his senses.” That is the joint 
view of the international community, the Foreign Min- 
iStry spokesman stated. 

Kurdish Front Denies Responsibility for Attacks 

LD1608121391 Hamburg DPA in German 1035 GMT 
16 Aug 91 

[Excerpt] Bonn (DPA)}—The “Kurdistan National Lib- 
eration Front,” which ts active in Germany, denied that 
it is behind the most recent attacks on Turkish establish- 
ments in the Federal Republic. “We state that the 
Kurdistan National Liberation Front (ERNK) and the 
Kurdistan Workers’ Party have nothing to do with such 
violent actions,” i says in an ERNK statement today. 
The organization ts taking “its actions and rallies” in the 
Federal Republic “very seriously” and is trying “to make 
the public aware of the developments in Kurdistan on 
that basis.” Recently, there have been arson attacks on 
Turkish banks and other establishments in various cities, 
and the police suspect Kurdish resistance groups are 
behind them. [passage omitted] 

* Pressure Seen Growing To Oust Stoltenberg 

YIGEO40SA Hamburg DER SPIEGEL in German 

No 31, 29 Ju. 91 pp 23, 25 

{Unatiributed article: “Politically Dead as a Doornail; 
Defense Minister Stoltenberg Appears Ripe for Dis- 
mussal; He Stumbles From Mishap to Mishap™] 

[Text] Aside from FDP [Free Democratic Party] Foreign 
Minister Hans-Di.*.ich Genscher, Gerhard Stoltenberg 
is one of the few cabinet members who use the familar 
form of address to Kohl in the cabinet. But the friend- 
ship between the men is crumbling. The chancellor's 
confidence in his defense minister 1s dwindling. Kohl's 
advisers criticize the dull Defense Ministry chief for 
confining himself to being an administrator instead of 
reforming the Bundeswehr. 

In his inner circle, close friend Kohl has been thinking 
aloud time and again in recent months about candidates 
to succeed him. Perhaps Walter Wallmann as consola- 
tion for the lost election in Hesse; CDU [Christian 
Democratic Union) General Secretary Volker Ruche 
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who over two years ago had expressed ambitions for the 
Defense Ministry, or Oufined Hennig, chairman of the 
CDU in Schleswig Holstein as Stoltenberg’s successor 
and in addition to Willy Wimmer from the Rhineland. 
second parliamentary undersecretary in the Defense 
Ministry” 

CDU colleagues are urging the chancellor to get nd of 
Stoltenberg. Bundeswehr Chief of Staff Dieter Weller- 
shoff, too, is over “three years behind the times” 
(according to CDU military expert Bernd Wilz). 

Peter-Kurt Wuerzbach, former undersecretary in the 
Defense Ministry and candidate for the Schleswig Hol- 
stein CDU chairmanship. loudly complains to his 
friends that only “loyalty to the CDU™ keeps him from 
saying publicly that the “team™ heading the Defense 
Ministry has “overstayed its usefulness.” To Juergen 
Mocliemann, Stoltenberg’s brash FDP minister col- 
league, it has been obvious since the discussion on the 
shortening of military service over a year ago: “The man 
has outlived his usefulness.” 

Stoltenberg’s predecessor, Rupert Scholz, stull one of 
Kohl's close advisers, considers his successor’s perfor- 
mance of duties simply as a “catastrophe.” Manfred 
Woerner, prepredecessor of the North German vacil- 
lator, whom Kohl promoted to the position of NATO 
general secretary despite the Kiessling affaire, confided 
in the ambassador of a partner country that Stoltenberg 
iS “politically dead as a doornail, he passes up opportu- 
nities all the time.” 

In fact, since Stoltenberg assumed his office all umpor- 
tant decisions have been made not by the competent 
minister but, afier interventions by military experts of 
CDU/CSU (Christian Democratic Union/Christian 
Social Union) and FDP, by Helmut Kohl. Be it the 
shortening of the military service, the reduction of the 
Bundeswehr or the lessening of the low altitude flight 
noiwse—the North German Protestant was always in the 
role of the one slowing things down. 

Stoltenberg, it seems, 1s his Own + ‘orst enemy. Military 
formalism moved in with his switch to the Defense 
Ministry. Papers have to be prepared for cach decision 
however insignificant it may be. 

The military and even dyed-in-the-wool bureaucrats long 
for the good old days of the lively Stoltenberg prede- 
cessor Scholz and the chummy Manfred Woerner. They 
were usually satisfied with short situation reports instead 
of always requesting. as “Stoltu” does, a “written docu- 
ment.” 

The minister corrected the documents punctihously with 
green pencil. In most cases the documents are returned 
with the request for revision. “Resubmission” in two 
weeks 

Because of the “eagerness to make decisions” of his boss. 
State Secretary Ludwig-Holger Pfahis nastily remarked 
to his CSU frends at the Tegernesse, sometimes he could 
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“crawl up ‘he wall.” For bigger problems there are, in 
Stoltenberg’s two-week rhythm, first a “preparatory dis- 
cussion.” with top officials and the military, then a 
“more thorough preparatory discussion,” finally there 
follow a “main discussion” and—the climax of the 
decisionmaking process—a “concluding discussion.” 

When the documents are then shifted to the lefi side of 
the desk. the minister's staff members know that Stol- 
tenberg needs more time to force himself to make a 
decision. 

Stoltenberg does not tolerate being contradicted, even 
with cautious criticism a burst of anger rushes to his pale 
face in a flush. 

Guenter Obert, the former undersecretary for finance, 
had warned his colleague in the Defense Ministry at the 
time when Stoltenberg assumed the office: “Dear Col- 
league, you have to understand Minister Stoltenberg 
places the accent on ‘secretary’ in the term ‘undersecre- 
tary.” Whoever does not enter with “the head at the 
level of the doorhandle™ Stoltenberg staffers tease, “does 
not stand a ghost of a chance.” 

“To lead means in the first place to set an example, even 
great technical competence alone is ineffective unless it 
is supplemented by a leadership attitude that conveys 
human interest; even the best cause may not be con- 
vincing unless its style 1s convincing,” Gerhard Stolten- 
berg lectured young officers in June. But his style in 
dealing with staff members, according to a CDU/CSU 
politician, “only demonstrates his miserable character.” 

Thus, Stoltenberg refused Karl-Heinz Carl, who was 
responsible for the budget and had been recruited from 
the Finance Ministry by Scholz, at his retirement this 
spring the usual farewell, a military spectacle in which 
the headquarters band of the Bundeswehr performs three 
marches. Stoltenberg does not like Carl. In the Finance 
Ministry he had informed the then department head: 
“With me you will never become an undersecretary.” 
Now Carl had to leave half a year before his normal 
retirement to make room for Stoltenberg’s intimate 
friend Peter Wichert. 

Wichert had protected the minister un the Submarine 
Investigating Committee. As a reward Stoltenberg made 
a rapid rise possible for him. Within only four years he 
rose from senior government official (base pay: 6,400 
German marks [DM)}) in the Finance Ministry to Under- 
secretary in the Defense Ministry (base pay: DM1 5,050). 
The personnel councils of the defense ministry in vain 
complained that since the seventies no im-house civil 
servant had been promoted to a top position. 

The minister treated some top military officers espe- 
cially badly. Last summer, when German unity was 
already well under way, he ordered Joerg Schoenbohm, a 
three-star general, to vacate the position of planning 
chief in favor of Wichert. Schoenbohm was supposed to 
become commanding general of the Third Corps in 
Koblenz fora year and then Bundeswehr chief of staff as 
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successor to Admiral Dicter Wellershoff. Parallel to that. 
the chief of the military policy department, Mayor Gen- 
eral Klaus Dieter Naumann. was to head the First Corps 
in Muenster and on | October be promoted to army chief 
of staff, succeeding Henning von Ondarza 

But then Stohenberg changed his mind. He sent Schoe- 
nbohm in October to Strausberg near Berlin to head the 
“Bundeswehr Command (East)"—stll with the prospect 
of becoming Bundeswehr chief of staff. 

At the beginning of the year a new turn of events 
occurred. Since Armament Undersecretary Pfahls was 
trying to get a lucrative position in industry. Schoen- 
bohm. after the suscide mission wath the former National 
People’s Army, was to take off his uniform and return to 
the Defense Ministry as permanent undersecretary. 

But it turned out that Stoltenberg was no longer masicr 
of his own personnel planning. CSU leaders Theo Waigel 
and Max Sireisbl succeeded in having Pfahls remain at 
the Defense Ministry for the time being as representative 
of the CSU and the South German armament lobby. 

Meanwhile the Wellershoff position went to Naumann— 
Helmut Kohl had ordered: “We have to make something 
out of that one.” 

Stoltenberg’s personnel chart was in complete disarray. 
Schoenbohm felt he was being deceived. wanted to “quit 
the whole business.” To avoid a row for the minister, he 
agreed to take the position of army chief of staff—with 
the promise that as soon as Phahis icaves. he would be 
appointed to his position 

But nobody knows when the CSU will permit Pfahls to 
leave—and whether a Stoltenberg successor will keep the 
promise. 

There 1s lively confusion at the top of the Defense 
Ministry It does not stop at the parhamentary undersec- 
retary level. 

Thus Oufned Hennig boasts to his North German 
friends that he has really nothing to do. In fact. Hennig 
rarely puts in an appearance with the coalition caperts. 

Hennig’s collcague Willi Wimmer also stays away. To 
avoid the minister, he prefers to scurry around im the 
East of the republic. At Kohl's behest he looks after the 
CDU frends and, im contrast to the contact-avoiding 
Stoltenberg, cultivates the relations with the Soviet 
Army and the people of the former NVA (National 
People’s Army). 

Meanwhile, Bundeswehr chicf of staff Wellershoff, 
according to one of his comrade generals, “has not had 
his heart in st for a long time.” Stoltenberg had promised 
that if the admiral takes carly retirement on | October, 
he Wellershoff, would be permitted to carn extra income 
as president of a new “Federal Security Academy.” 

But a new setback tur the Bundeswehr administrator— 
the coalition deputies in the budget commitice—refused 
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to provide the moncy to Stoltenberg. Since Naumann 
had been officially nominated. Wellershoff, himscif 
worse for the wear, had no choiwe but apply for carly 
retirement—withoul extra income. 

But even this retirement could become another blunder 
for Stoltenberg. The release has to be approved by the 
Federal president. And the latter, according to a per- 
sonnel planner of the Defense Ministry, “does not 
always do what Stoltenberg wants him to do.” 

* Rau Inspects Cooperative Effort in Brandenburg 

YIGEOI99VA Munich SUEDDEULTSCHE ZEITUNG 

in German 20 Jul 91 p 8 

[Michael Birnbaum article: “North Rhine-Wesiphaha 
Aids Recovery in Brandenburg. “They Envy Us Our 
Partner’, Minister President Rau Appeals to Western 
Civil Servants Not To Act Like a Know-It-All”] 

[Text] Basdorf, Jul—Formerly the barracks site in Bas- 
dorf housed the ready-alert units of the People’s Police in 
simple, narrow, very austerely furnished offices. A high 
fence separates the site from the outside world. Now $5 
registrars of deeds from North Rhine-Westphalia work 
here as part of the partnership arrangement between the 
two laender. Joerg Weike, a semor official from the 
municipal court in Essen and head of the office, 
describes the task succinctly: to eluminate, as a central- 
ized extension of Brandenburg’s land regisirics, as 
quickly as possible the backlog of 150.000 sull out- 
Standing entries into the land registers 

The “Wessis” [western Germans] have been here since 3 
June of this year. A clerical staff of 77 was hired locally, 
as well as six assistants to transport to Basdorf the 
mountains of documents from the 39 land regisines of 
the new land of Brandenburg and to return them again 
after they are processed. Some of the applications are 15 
years old. They were simply ignored. noted Werke shrug- 
ging his shoulders. The GDR law must still be applied to 
them as provided by the Unification Treaty. The public 
1s excluded and there 1s no transfer of yurisdiction from 
the cognizant offices. “We are merely doing desk work.” 
says Weinke. 

Trips Home Only on Weekends 

Each room houses two to four employees. They have to 
live in the barracks’ “guest bungalows.” The shower 
facilities for the communal rooms are just now being 
repaired. The registrars from the west are on detached 
service in the east for at least three months. They only 
see their families when they go home on weekends. Half 
of them nevertheless agreed to Stay aaother three 
months. There is plenty of work. Without a clear ttle to 
property, the recovery of the cast remains at a standstill. 
About 200,000 applications for the return of property 
are also pending at Brandenburg district offices. 

“We will be the first to have our land registries in order,” 
says Brandenburg Minister President Manfred Stolpe. 
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He comments that collaboration with North Rhine- 
Westphalia gives his land “an advantage during the 
transition.” and adds, “they envy us cur partner.” These 
comments please Johannes Rau. his guest and fnend 
from North Rhine-Westphalia. who says: “We want to 
help as long as 11 1s necessary.” Rau expresses his belief 
“that something has started.” But short-term successes 
are not expected. North Rhine- Westphalia’s collabora- 
tion with Brandenburg started already some tume before 
SPD [Social Democratic Party}-politician Stolpe was 
elected. Initually, 1 was important to launch the admin- 
istration of the new land. since then cooperation on the 
communal level has become more intense 

Hardly any ministry in the land of Brandenburg does not 
have a munuister or state secretary from the west, hardly 
any larger community has not been scrutinized by a 
western consultant at one time or another. All told. about 
2.000 North Rhine-Wesiphahans—officials on pro- 
tracted loan. community consultants, and civil ser- 
vants—are currently working in Brandenburg This also 
leads to friction between people from Brandenburg and 
“know-it-all westerners.” although Stolpe never tres of 
saying: “I have heard no complaints.” However, the 
abbreviation “NRW” can also stand for “nun regieren 
wir” [now we rule], Rau is sensitive im this respect. 
“Every administration has those who perform well and 
those who can't handle the job.” he says. pointing out 
that public officials are also human. “Some of the local 
media are deliberately intensifying tension.” says Rau. 
simultaneously appealing to western officials not to be 
condescending “and to address others as equals.” 

No mayor or district official complains that Rau 1s 
patronizing on his four-day trip through Brandenburg. 
The job-at-hand cannot be accomplished without coop- 
eration. The town of Lauchhammer in Lower Lusatia, in 
the south of Brandenburg. serves as an example. Mayor 
Christian Haentzka 1s a member of the CDU [Christian 
Democratic Union}. The partner of the community of 
24,000 1s Arnsberg. Lauchhammer leaned toward 
Saxony but 1s now accepting Brandenburg. The town has 
no center since it was created in 1951 by consolidating 
numerous mining villages. This 1s brown-coal country, 
characterized by severely depressed industries and insuf- 
ficient waste disposal systems. Stolpe and Raw are 
present at the inauguration of the renovated municipal 
administration building Arnsberg helped provide com- 
puter-supported solutions to administrative problems 
and a firm to promote industrial development 1s about to 
be founded with the help of the University of Paderborn. 
Work-creating efforts ranging from the demolition of 
abandoned briquette works. setting up an installation for 
the recycling of scrapped cars, and constructing an 
industrial and commercial park have been initiated to 
keep unemployment from rising above $0 percent. There 
are currently no future prospects for the 750 employees. 
The number of jobs in the Lauchhammer brown coal 
refinery will drop from 4,200 to 1.800 before the end of 
the year. 
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Stolpe believes that brown coal must be preserved as the 
backbone of the transformation, there isn‘t much else in 
Lower Lusatia. Strip mining in Kiettwitz-Nord started 
barely six months ago. An almost 600-meter-wide 
" ™ removes the soul above the coal. Until now the 
brown coal from this desolate landscape 1s being trans- 
ported to the Lauchhammer refinery. which 1s scheduled 
to close in the fall. Kiettwitz-Nord 1s a subsidiary of the 
LAUBAG GmbH. This company has more than 40,000 
workers in | 7 mining areas. in refineries, in power plants 
and in machine factomes. Rheinbrau in North Rhine- 
Westphaha by comparison employs 17.000. Thus. the 
peak of the transformation process 1s stull to come. Rau 
favors job-creating companies which. however. must not 
represent job therapy Enough meaningful work needs to 
be done. especially in recultivating the devastated 
mining regions. But. given the necessary emphasis on 
assuring LAUBAG's survival. the Klettwitz-Nord strip 
mine and its 1.200 workers have no future. 

Frankfurt on the Oder 1s another example. This Polish 
border town, 71 percent of which 1s constructed of panel 
or block, houses a semiconductor plant. Formerly. ut 
belonged to the microelectronics state enterprise com- 
bine in Erfurt. Today. i 1s part of the holdings under the 
direct control of the Trust Agency. lt employs 8.000 
workers. The component parts [11 produces] are virtually 
impossible to sell in the world market. The semicon- 
ductor plant 1s to be reduced to 800 workers, while the 
remainder of the well-developed and casily accessible 
site and its buildings will be marketed. But one is still 
preoccupied with saving the people from falling into the 
hopeless abyss of unemployment by relying on carecr 
training and make-work organizations. Since the Trust 
Agency was hesitant and the 5.000 German marks for 
founding a successor company vere not available, Olaf 
Sund—former director of North Rhine-Westphalia’s 
labor office and today state secretary in Potsdam— 
provided the sum out of his own pocket. One must 
Improv ise. 

“Ultimate Test For Land Policy” 

“The people who demonstrated on the streets in the fall 
of 89 must not be cast out on the street in the summer of 
1991.” says Manfred Stolpe. He looks upon the semicon- 
ductor plant as “the ultemate test for our land's policy.” 
{He regards} this as the touchstone that will show 
whether social adjustments are sufficient to accomplish 
the transition to a social market economy or to a market 
economy. We are not just talking about the sins of the 
last few years. Four decades have to be made up. Gernot 
Schmitt, a colleague of District Chief von Seelow, makes 
excuses for the condition of the street on the dam that 
leads to Kietz on the Polish border: “Here the Oder 
flooded in 1947 and severely damaged the dam and the 
road.” Nothing much has happened since. 

“Those who complain about the need to share should 
drive to that area,” comments Rau after his tour through 
Brandenburg In Duesseldorf he submits the proposed 
North Rhine-Westphahan budget for 1992. For a social 
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democratic government it 1s unusually austere. No addi- 
tional teachers, no additional policemen, a moratonum 
on all legislation that would create expenses, a freeze on 
material goods. The billions provided for the new 
laender are missing. “We not only must do it, we also 
want to do it,” says Rau, adding that economic, social 
and ecological progress there 1s in Our Own best interest. 
“Everybody has to forget the notion that after German 
unification everything will continue as before.” 

* Consumer Bankruptcies Growing Problem in East 

YIGEO398A Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 

in German 22 Jul 91 p 3 

{Andreas Oldag article: “Sad Awakening After Spending 
Spree. Many Naive Citizens of Former GDR Have So 
Overextended Themselves With Purchases and Loans 
That They Now Face Ruin™] 

[Text] Berlin, in July—iIn the apartment of Rolf 
Schreiber, as we shall call him here, the atmosphere is 
tense. The 51-year-old man puffs nervously on his ciga- 
rette as tobacco smoke wafts through the “two-room 
apartment” in East Berlin's Lichtenberg sector. Five 
bottles of beer stand on the walnut-veneer coffee table by 
the couch. They are empty. Yesterday Schreiber man- 
aged six and a bottle of grain spirits as well. “What 
should | do now”” asks the unemployed electrician. With 
shaking hands he pulls a stack of bills and dunning 
notices Out of a drawer. They say that “this 1s our final 
demand for payment of the merchandise you ordered.” 
But the customer cannot pay, he 1s broke and has 
stopped counting the dunning notices of mail-order 
firms. Last week the bank biicked his credit line. “I am 
about 20,000 German marks [DM] in the hole,” he says 
and takes a big gulp from the bottle. 

And everything had started so well. Just half a year ago 
he and his girlfriend Petra regularly drove his “Trabbi™ 
to the west to go shopping. Like many former GDR 
cituzens, he wanted to shop to his heart's content to make 
up for 40 years of restraint by the SED [Socialist Unity 
Party of Germany] Socialists. “Almost every Saturday.” 
relates Schreiber, “we went to West Berlin to shop at 
Woolworth and the Quelle.” Petra made the selections— 
the Lichtenberg home was to be nicely furnished—while 
her boyfriend paid. 
Shame of Failure 

The savings lasted for a while. Now and then the parents 
also helped with smail contributions. If money became 
tight toward the end of the month, some friends were 
always ready to pitch in with a few hundred marks. 
Somewhere along the line Rolf Schreiber lost track of his 
finances. No wonder, instead of the 800-mark video 
recorder, it had to be the DM1.600 deluxe edition with 
remote control. The microwave oven, which now stands 
in the kitchen and 1s not really needed, cost DM 1,200. 

The dismissal letter from the state enterprise, where he 
had worked for (0 years. finally triggered his personal 
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bankrupicy. Instead of netting DM1.100, the cast 
German with the voracious appetite for consumer goods 
suddenly had to manage on DM700 unemployment 
compensation from the labor office. That was not 
enough for Schreiber’s girlfriend. She moved out after a 
fierce argument. Rolf Schreiber 1s alone now and left 
with an enormous mountain of debt. “I have had 1 with 
the west,” he says. Now the bailiff will probably have the 
last word. 

Rolf Schreiber 1s not an rsolated case. Ever more citizens 
of the new laender are caught up in a whirlpool of debts. 
Exact figures are not available. Ashamed of their failure. 
most victims remain silent. After the imitial cuphora 
over the new economic freedom, the other side of the 
market economy now spreads fear and despair. “Many 
people are totally unable to cope with their financial 
problems,” says Ench Kicin, a debt counselor for Ber- 
lin’s Diakonische Werk [church-affiliated charitable 
institution) 

The professional educator arranges special office hours 
for citizens from the eastern part of town for good 
reason. While people in the west already have been 
informed repeatedly about credit problems, people in the 
new laender are faced with a completely new situation. 
For decades the state had ordained what was and what 
was not allowed and had decided everything for them. In 
any case, the economics of scarcity offered little choice. 
Bank accounts were strictly controlled. Market-onented 
interest rates or credit lines, with which banks compete 

for customers, did not exrst, let alone leasing contracts as 
inducements to acquire a Car. 

In borderline cases, the state-enterprise employer some- 
tumes even guaraniced a loan for a TV set or for a 
wall-to-wall cupboard. Interest rates on loans were gen- 
erally between 2 percent and 6 percent. The state even 
subsidized socialist conjugal bliss with interest-free 
credit. The introduction of the market economy changed 
all this abruptly. The wait for a pair of shoes or a washing 
machine is forgotien today but money for large pur- 
chases simply cannot be obtained for nothing. 

“People have no idea about such things as effective 
annual interest or interest on overdue accounts,” says 
debt counselor Erich Kicin. Thus, more and more loans 
are assumed with almost unforesecable financial conse- 
queaces. Many people in the new laender already 
assumed large debts with their initial purchases. Deficits 
of DM20,000 to DM 30,000 are not infrequent. While 
these figures for eastern citizens are still considerable 
below those of the wesi—where average houschold 
indebtedness lies between DM60,000 and DM80,000— 
the limits of tolerance are also much lower in the former 
GDR because income is much lower. When the job is 
also lost, the debts usually threaten a victim's very 
cxaistence. 

Already every fourth eastern car buyer finances his 
purchase or signs a leasing contract. It 1s weil known that 
leasing in particular carries risks for the naive consumer. 
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Monthly payments are relatively favorable. however. 
after the expiration of a specific term the customer can 
purchase the car only for us so-called net book value. 
“We warn people against such risky financing schemes 
before they sign. bul many succumb to the false repre- 
sentations of car salesmen.” relates Ench Klein. 

Naivete 1s accompanied by the wish to reach wesiern 
Standards of living as quickly as possible. Everything 
thal promises to be prestigious 1s purchased, especially 
cars, modern clectronsc imstruments and expensive fur- 
niture. Klein concludes that “indebtedness 1s not just a 
financial but also a psychological problem caused by the 
German unification.” He has no patented solution. “We 
can only urge cauthon when buying on credit or when 
dealing with investment advisers.” 

While many citizens between Rostock and Chemnitz are 
already close to ruin, Clever merchants reap fat profits. A 
multitude of dubious money brokers and countless 
invesiment firms have a tight grip on the country. The 
gray money market 1s thriving. They promise quick 
moncy without asking—as banks usually do—for collat- 
eral before they approve loans. All sorts of tricks are used 
to case the last dime of savings out of the pockets of 
gullible chents. “We will double your moncy within three 
years” or “guaranteed annual yields up to 100 percent” 
promise invesiment consultants im newspaper ads. 
Agents ring the doorbell and present themselves as 
employees of the Federal Insurance Agency For Salaried 
Employees. The “victems”™ are then asked quite casually 
about their personal financial assets or old-age arrange- 
ments. At the conclusion of the conversation the 
“adviser” withdraws from his briefcase a ready- 
to-be-signed contract for an imsurance policy or for 
joining an investment fund. 

Initial estemates suggest that former GDR citizens have 
been swindied out of more than DMI billion. Experts 
believe that before the end of the year another billion 
will have disappeared im murky waters. This relates to 
capital investments and insurance policies as well as to 
loans offered at cxorbitant mterest rates. “Although 
consumer agencies Continuously warn against moncy 
brokers and investment firms, many citizens of the new 
laender have not yet adjusted their antennas correctly,” 
laments Ernst Ungerer. deputy manager of Berlin's con- 
sumer agency. Investment firms especially explo the 
great human need for security. 

Almost all these investment schemes rely on the “snow- 
ball” system. New mmvestments pay the dividends for 
older chents. Bul the money 1s not invested al much- 
above-market-rate interest as promised. The system 
inevitably collapses when new investors can no longer be 

found or when many current chents cancel their con- 
tracts and demand the return of their investment. Claims 
for damages are rarely successful. The fraudulent firms 
often have their seat on such faraway foreign places as 
Panama or the Bahamas 
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A young marned couple from Koepenick—tict us call 
them Manfred and Angelika Kronach—also had bad 
experiences with a moncy broker. They wanted a 
DM25.000 loan to renovate them house. An offer from a 
West Berlin credit agency sounded attractive. The firm. 
according to the newspaper ad. provided loans al an 
effective annual interest of 6.6 percent. considerably less 
than normal. A loan commitment from a bank was 
promised within a few days and the Kronachs cipecied 
their moncy within four weeks 

Unsuspecting. the couple admitied an employee of the 
firm into their home. “We served coffee and cake and 
were pleased to know that we would probably receive the 
money soon.” related Manfred Kronach. Instead, a bull 

for DMS565 arnved by mail. This amount included 
DM135 for the adviser’s travel ume and. without further 
explanation, a house apprarsal fee of DM280. The Kro- 

nachs dutifully transferred the moncy. bul the moncy 
broker has not been heard from in 10 weeks. The 
couple's inquires remained unanswered 

Barbara Kroll. attorney at the credit counseling branch 
of the Diakonische Werk. understands the whole 
scheme. The alleged moncy broker was not ai ail iter- 

ested in procuring moncy for the couple, bul only im the 
“consultation” aspect. The attorney said: “These people 
should already become suspicious when told about the 
alleged favorable interest rate which only serves as bait.” 
The Koepenick house owners are not likely to succeed in 
a court of law. malicious intent or gross negligence by the 
firm would have to be proved. 

The feeling of having been swindled 1s not confined to 
private credit customers or mvestors. Eastern citizens, 
who wanted to establish a new career as independent 
retailers. shippers. or representatives. already had to pay 
dearly for their lessons. A former employee of a regronal 
administration mn Lusatia. for mstance. had applied to a 
west German dict soup distributor for the position of 
“suppher.” The firm promised him a good income. The 
only condition: The candidate. immediately and with his 
moncy. had to order about DM10,000 worth of “Top- 
Line” brand soup 

First Step Into Bankruptcy 

“| was blinded by the chance to be an independent 
businessman,” sand the founder of the firm. He invested 
all his savings in the stock without hesitation. But after 
just a few weeks the sale of soup turned out to be a flop 
Customers did not show up. Hundreds of soup packages 
were stored in the owner's apartment. The west German 
firm refused to take the merchandise back. For good 
reason: The cxcuration date of the dict food was m 
October. The farled soup salesman. too. made an 
appointment for debt counseling. 

Even more in the red 1s East Berlin's Gerhard Rust. The 
driver for a former state-owned coal agency let himself 
be talked into signing a contract for establishing a new 
existence by a Leupzig firm. Rust saw a chance to become 
an independent distributor, The firm arranged a 
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DM44,000 bank credit for hum to acquire a small truck 
The 36-year-old man regularly pays a DM 90 consulting 
fee to the Leipzig firm that also keeps his books Rust 
p< DM900 a month im imstaliments alonc. bul his 
mcoome does not cover all hrs capenses. The business is 
not going as well as capected. Rust has very few orders 
“I don't know how to reduce this mountain of det” 
Says the novice catreprencur resignedly 

Many of the people im cast Germany who tned to 
establish a new life have one capenence in common 
Taking out a loan 1s already the first step toward insol- 
vency. Lack of expenence om the hard world of business 
ts another factor. Even Attorney Barbara Kroll finds u 
difficult to help in such cases. “Unfortunately. there 
nothing we can do.” she says. “these people fail to take a 
close look at the market and frequently sign long-icrm 
contracts blindly. 

* Mixed Economic Signals in Old, New Lacnder 

9IGE0397B Frankfurt/Main FRANAFURTER 
ALLGEMEINE in German 25 Jul 91 p ¥ 

[Artucle by (enn/re) “Signs of Economix Slowdown 
Research Institutes Pessumustec. Concern in Eastern Ger- 
many, International Business Activity Slowing} 

{Text} Bonn—German cconomac research institutes arc 
painting an gloomy picture of the future 
economy. 

only 1.25 percent, as opposed to 2.6 percent in 1990 and 
3.3 percent in 1989. The Hamburg cconomusts fec! that 
such a development may be regarded as a “genile land- 
ing” after nearly eaght years of continual growth Never- 
theless, the HWWA expects only a slight slowdown in the 
imcrease im consumer prices. The price imcrease rate. 
which was 4.9 nercent in 1990, may drop to 4.25 percent 
this year and 3.75 percent the following year 

According to HWWA predictions. the economic discrep- 
ancy in western re ey and reces- 
sion in Great Britain and diminish duc to 

for Economic Research reported on 

| 

The business situations of retail and wholesale 
also 
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Turnovers were estimated to be significantly higher than 
those of the previous year Reports indicate thal prices 
will continue to mcreae: sharply over the acu few 
months 

The Munich Inststute for Economia Research observed 
no further improvement in the state of casiern Gocrman 
industry. Nor did the cconomuc outlook for the neal six 
months improve during May. The current situation 1s 
estimated to have detenorated somewhat from the pre- 
vious month Nonctheless. according to cconomac indi- 
cators, there are increasing indscations of stabilization in 
eastern Germany. Reference ss made to growing opti- 
mism concerning business prospects for the ncxt six 
months. A good quarter of the industrial firms capect an 
upswing, just shor of double the number who were 
optimistic in February. Export opportunities are judged 
to be particularly favorable. The decline m castern 
Greerman indusinal production that began during the 
summer of 1990 cased considerably during May. Only | 2 
percent of the factones reported a decline in production. 
compared to SO percent mm July 1990. The state of the 
castern German building and construction industry has 
continued to improve, and the commerce trade also 
reported increased confidence in its prospects 

According to the German Institute for Economic 
Research (DIW). Berlin. there 1s no indication yet of an 
improvement in the castern German job market 
According to the DIW ccoonomusts, by the end of 199! 
there will be approximately 1.2 milhon people uncm- 
ployed im the new lacncer and 1.5 million people 
working reduced hours. Even the tremendous increase in 
the availability of advanced career training. employment 
agencies, and in measures for job procurement will not 
be cnough to prevent a further increase in the number of 
those out of work. The unemployment rate in the new 
laender «5 currently 9.5 percent. The imcreasing per- 
centage of the work force who are either moving or 
commuting to western Germany will continuc to have an 
amehorating effect on the uncmployment rate. In thei 
latest report, however, DIW cronomusts predicted that 
the unemployment rate mm the western lacnder, which 
was 5.3 percent in June, will also continue to mecrease 
during the course of the year as a result of the high influa 
of workers from castern Germany and the weak 
economy 

Cleomy Prospects in the astern German Job Market 

The employment level in castern Germany has a long 
way to go to equal the production level. The DIW has 
determined that only by reducing the number of their 
employees can businesses reduce their overhead How- 

ever, the loss of jobs has not yet been offset by the 
creation of new jobs. The DIW estimates the number of 
positions available in June at 32.000. an increase of 25 
percent over the previous month. Measured by the 
number of unemployed. howeer, this figure 1s still low 
In June there was only one position available for every 
27 people out of work, in western Germany this ratio 1s 
one to four. The Institute noted large differences 
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between different branches of industry In the Suslding 
and construction industry. the ratio of available pos- 
ons to unemployed 15 onc 10 sia. on the textile endusiry 
it 8 one to 180. According *o the DIW. an open position 
18 filled in two weeks. 

The economists report that the approxaimaicly 2 millon 
people working shoricned shifts havc had their hours cut 
once again. to an average of $7 percent of full ume. The 
shoriencd hours are lasting lores as well, More than 
two-thirds of those working recs cd shifts in June had 
been doing so for more than sin months Seventy percent 
of the workers in the clectronics and metal industnes 
were working reduced shifts in June. compared to only 
one-third of those im the building and construction 
industry 

In western Germany. the number of people gainfully 
employed during the first quarter of 199! rose by 2.9 
percent in comparison with the first quarter of 1990. In 
eastern Germany. this figure dropped by 25 percent. The 
DIW reports that the number of those gainfully 
SS Seer Nem D2 Seaee te 1S aan. 

madustry has been particularly hard 
Np map mae = ty which lost more than 
one third of its jobs. The number of people gainfully 
employed in eastern German indusiry has dropped by ¥) 
percent. Gross saiares in the agricultural and processing 
industries are lower than the average of pus! under |. S00 
German marks, just 45 percent of the average western 
German salary. 

* Mines Still Infest Former Borde: Geath Strip 

GIGEVIVGOA Hambure DER SPIEGEL on German 
No 30, 22 Jul 91 pp 38-42 

[Unatiributed article: “A Lump in Your Throat’. Along 
the Former German-German Border Sull Lic 30.000 
Highiy Dangerous Land Mines”) 

[Text] On the day the all fell, Siegfined Kummetat saw 
a gold mine. He hurriedly set up a bratwurst stand. and 
soon the smell of roasting bratwurst mingled with the 
joyful sounds of the reunification of Andenhausen (cast) 
and | ann (west). 

Kummetat's bratwurst sold like hotcakes But now busi- 
ness 1s really booming border tourists want to hear how 
more and more of the bombs that the Honecker regime 
once used to keep its citizens from leaving the Workers’ 
Paradise are being found right acxt to his “Rhoengrill.” 

The bratwurst stand on the Rhoen certainly docs not 
have a monopoly on these unpleasant reminders of 
actually exrsting socialism. Hikers and school groups 
looking for adventureand farmers who view the no- 
man’s land that has been untouched for decades as a 
welcome addition to their farms all keep stumbling 
across unexploded mines in the |.393-km. long former 
death sirp. 

* To begin with, 4.526 soviet POMS-2 fragmentation 
mines were land and connected with trip wires. 

* In 1962, approxsmmately 449,000 sovect PMD-6 con- 
cussion mines, consisting of a wooden case with a 
cover, were lard. 
In 1963, approximately 364,000 PMN concussion 
mines were added. These mines. manufactured im 
Bulgaria and im the USSR. have round plastic con- 
tainers that react to pressure. Because of thew low 
metal content, the mines are difficult to detect with 
minesweeping equipment 

* Exght years later, the GDR began to produce its own 
mines: 99.000 round hard plastic PMP-71 mines were 
buried in the death strip. 

* In 1977. approximately 400,000 PPM-2 antiper- 
sonnel mines, manufactured by the Kapen State 
Enterprise, were installed. 

Together with the approximately 40.000 SM-70 frag- 
mentation mines mounted on the border fence. which 
went down in German postwar history as “self shooting 
devices,” the millions of mines formed a nearly unpen- 
etrable fortified line. 

There were 112 injures and | death among the eng- 

into the hinterland 



It comes as no surprise thal no onc feels responsibic for 
thes burden from the past. The Ministry of Defense has 

integrated the former GDR border troops into the 
Forces. The Border Guard was dissolved 
1990, but many soldiers had already 
7.000-German marks [DM] separation 

=72 f 
ry 

Ey z 

i i a “a 
Democratic Union (CDU )) gave appros- 

2,000 members of the former GDR Border 
“special status.” as the order put «. They were 
as nonuniformed troops to the two disposal and 

reclamation commands under the icadership of western 
advisers from the Federal Armed Forces 

The mission of the commands 1s to dismantic the border 
fortifications, to surrender the property of the former 
Border Guard, and, since the end of May. to clear the 

it 

Al the end of September, these commands will also be 

As chief of the minesweepers in the Thuringian district 
of Meiningen. Joachim Muchie 1s responsible for 108 km 
of the death strip. Muchiec, who has been visibly out of 
his depth for months. volunteered to clear the border 
despite other job offers, “because there have to be a few 
fools who will do the job nght.” 

He 1s reluctant to use the word “scandal” when speaking 
of his men - “who go into the minefields every day and 
rusk thew necks for DM1.200." Muchle says that “the 
men would be better off going to the job procuremen! 
program to get a job mowing the grass in the city park for 
DM 14 an hour.” 

However, none of the men in the mine unit wants to 
mow grass. Werner Heidnch, a 4}-year-old former 
major, wants to preserve whe: 1s left of hes dignity “No 
one 1 gomng to hire me to stack crates.” Dignity also 
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means that he refuses to call the feeling that “ss lke a 
lump in my throat” in the morneng when he goes to work 
“tear” 

Like the majorsty of hes colleagues. Hesdnch had no 
prior capenence with mincs. Just one week of traming 
was required for the job m the death sinp. “They 
explained to us what the vanous types of mines were.” 
recalls former Captain Olaf Toenyjes, §0. “and gave us a 
a but of tranneng on first asd and om working with the mine 
detector 

However, the tormer border guards have yet to be 
aliowed to us: the mine-sweeping equipment The hand- 
held devices an only be used if the mincsweeping troops 
have high-resk insurance coverage. they are at a much 
higher risk when they search on foot 

However. the bureaucrats do not consider 1 too dan- 
gcrows for the troops to go to work every day with 

out-of-date equipment The men must make do in their 
respective sections with two Russian caterpillars and 
three GDR tractors—and the ancient equipment 1s not 
armored Muchic cxplains that the modern equipment 

used by the National Peoples’ Army (NVA) has long 
since been sold and 1s no longer av aslabiec 

Consequently. the first turn arownd the muncficld 
made using an antique caterpillar with a roller attached 
The pressure should tngger any surface mines. Newt 
comes a tractor with a harrow which rakes up the so.’ 

Finally a tractor pulling a work platform drives through 
the field On the platform are three men im heavy. 
sem:-bullet-proot suits who attempt to visually detect 

mines between the clods of dirt. One of the 20-year-old 
vehicles breaks down almost daily. necessitating 
unscheduled breaks 

The three steps are repeated four times. If a mune 6 
found duryng the fourth repetition. the procedure 
repeated an additional four times. A mine brings every - 

thong to a halt, however, because there are no explosive 
cxperts assigned to the minesweeping uni Conse- 
quently. the munitions salvage service in Erfurt must be 
alerted However. as the service 1s presently located at 
the Hermsdorf autobahn intersection. some 200 km 
away. tt can be as much as a day before cxuperts come to 
detonate the minc 

Rolf Diedrich a munitions cxapert with the internation- 
ally exapernrenced firm Dr Koehler Gaw/H im Munster. 
critecizes the system “Any artilleryman would be 
appalled © Drednich. who humeelf spent many years im 
the Federal Armed Forces. considers the use of special 
vehicles indispensable “Nearly every army on carth has 

mine-<clearmng tanks Nonetheless. the German army is 
an cxception its mune<learmg tank “Keer” still 
being tested 

“We are doug everything humanly possible” says 
(eerman Armed Forces Liewtenant Colonel Otto 
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The Bonn Minisiry of Defense cstemates that the mine. 
sweeping operation will last at least fowr vears It takes 
Muchie's team one month to clear a field measuring 4 
by 70 meters In the entere Command South. only ») of 
the 10.000 missing mines havc been found 

Former Liewtenant ( olone! Muchic who has 19 years of 
duty on the death sip behind hem. « afrand that the 

routine will make hes men carcless and the tournsts even 
more thoughtless. “Don! get me wrong.” he says. “but 
the border 1s actually more dangcrows now than 1 was 
nefore * 
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* Jurist Clearing in Saxeny Nearly ( ompicted 

VIGEOI84 4 Frankfurt/Main FRANAFURTER 
ILLGEMEINE on German 19 Jul 91 p 4 

[Artecte by “fr”: “In Saxony the Checking of Jurnts m 
State Service Is Compicted™] 

[Text] Dresden, 18 Jul—The review of pudges and pros- 
ccutors m the Free State of Saxony has almost been 
completed. according to Minister of Justice Hermann in 
the Saxon capstal of Dresden on 18 July. Hevtmann’s 
orginally sand the process would be compicted by the 
middie of thes month No decrsion has yet been reaches! 

There were sa selection commuittecs in 
cach for judges and for prosecutors im the former drs- 
trets of Leyprg. Chemanz and Dresden The commut- 
tees (some of which continue to operate because of the 
five undecided cases) were composed of six public mem. 
bers and four pudges There were delays because some of 
the yudges named to the commutices had to be reviewed 

He ut i +f z2t 
rf 
may now assume that post Ii m not casy to speak m 

terms of absolute numbers Prior to the incorporation of 
the GDR on 3} October 1990 there were 440 judges and 
224 state prosecutors mm the three districts which had 
heen established when Saxony was dismembered by the 
SED [Socsalest Unity Party of Germany] m 1952). At the 
end of last year 80 judges and 22! state prosecutors 



to sertch from servace aemed at the accomplishment of 

sxvaiem (ehech was the meson of the GDR legal 

thon on trarmeng programs and membership in the sctect 
group allowed to travel to Western countnes A variety 
ot files were consulted the Gawck authority's Stas files 

acts) «9 the CDR and later ransomed by the FRG The 
judges and prosecutors were specifically requesied to 
update ther personne! files A comvement order by the 
Modrow government (which som urgent need of review 
because of its otstructonmt character) allowed ~old- 
tome” ocrvel servants. mnchudeng univeruty professors to 

“cleanse” thew personact files 

Interestingly cnough a lot of unformation was received on 
judges with whom the publ was directlh) mvolved 
whereas few Charges have as vet been lodged against Stas 

the might to appeal the commuetice Gecmmon before a 
tribunal of purnts of the Leuprag distinct coun 

The 40 of w “local” pureets ehech 
Savon) s legal system. prov they 

” 
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probation The “yurmt denwty” of S-mulhon Sasony 
population ms to Yc gradually reesiabinshed 

* Broadcast VMiedia Reorganization Delay Seen 

GIF OI82 1 Errand tert Mar FRAINAFURTER 
4L1LGE MEINE om Grerman 19 Jal Ol pp 1D 

[Lukas Weber artate “(Md Thongs om New Packaging. 
The Minister Presedents ( ontusing Dev rswoms on Broad- 
casting wn Corman, | 

[Text] Now that the menntcr presedents of the old and 

and radw are the province of the lands 
Ras Law After the five new lands porned the FRG. the 

“broadcasts for Crermany and European foreign coun- 
tes” and to convey “as comprehenwve picture of Ger- 
many Also at mewe was the statron Rias (Radio mm the 
American Sector) mm Beri. that rele from the carly 
penod of alhed occupation whose broadcasts are very 
popular not only om Bern plus also the “Deutschland- 
sender (DS) Kultur emerged trom the remnants of the 
former GDR radeo broad: asting system 

eill avsume the foreign language programs from Deut- 
«hlandiunk. «tech « located next door Talks shout 
replacement of employees are underway In the course of 
developing thew tclevmmon programs that are to be 

drstributed via satcthtc Rias will have to surrender large 
parts of its tcles meon to the Deutsche Welle 
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To find a solution for the Deutschlandfunk 

if (rt Hi il i Fi ts r 
z3kzF ! | 

the shares and the seats therem then ZDF can present a 
united front in all umportant decisions against the fre- 
quently divided ARD networks. However, if ZDF 1 only 
given the same chance as cach station of the ARD, ZDF 
will have but a small empact. The government will also 
want to have a say in the appointment of the committees 

will do little to change the status quo Critics say that in 
an effon not to hurt anyone. covert employment agen- 
ores have been established since not only one but later 

All three programs shall contenuc using the previous 

technical range than the cultural channel from the 
former GDR. which caperts describe as an individual- 
istic emierpretation of the obligation for “basic provi- 
son.” The chancellor, confronted with the resolution, 1s 
said to have had a perplexed reaction because too many 
things remained undecided Unclear points shall now be 
settled by a icam which until September will examine the 

radvo fee. the minister-presidents decided on an increase 
of 75 pfennigs per month. The budget of the Gruber 
mode! even included the salary for a director 

* Plans Advance for Border Development Region 

VIE PO6I9R Munich SUEBDDEUCTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German 23 Jul 91 p 7 

—— by (dpa) “Poland Hopes for Recovery in West, 
1 Speaks With Authorities at Border” | 
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[Text] Warsaw—Just a few days aficr Brandenburg Pre- 
mucr Manfred Stolpe’s wisest to Warsaw. Jan Krzysztof 
Biciecki, Poland's head of government. traveled to the 
western border regeon to discuss with local authorimcs 
the German development plan for the Oder region. For 
Poland. involvement of the border regooms mn such a plan 
would somewhat reduce the gaping cconoma chasm at 
the Oder and the Nersse. 

Poland's cconcmac reform has arnved at a cretecal pass. 
Sumilar to the former GDR. more and more firms are 
collapsing. because they cannot stand up to the compcet- 
ttive pressure of Wesi. om emports. and the Sovict market 
has been lost. Another contributory factce os the lack of 
middie range managers, administrative officials and 
experts. Poland is attempting to jon the market 
cconomy without a “tug brother.” Unemployment has 
risen to more than 8 percent 

The already meager state budget cupenditure needs to be 
cul even more, because, duc to the lack of business 
profitability, revenues are well below forecasts. Even the 
reputable Ursus Farm Machine Factory «= bankrupt. 
While farmers urgently need machines. they cannot pay 
for them, because they are unable to sell ther produce at 
prices that meet costs. The EEC farm market remains 
largely closed to the Poles. 

Warsaw therefore considers the developm *nt project a 
great opportunity for Poland. The commussions for 
cooperation have already met several tomes across the 
borders. Warsaw +s particularly interested on the dca of 
establishing a German-Polish development bank to 
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finance projects in the border regeon. a bank that maght 
later attract the mmterest of the EEC and the Scandimavian 

Both parties also agree that the enlargemeni and mullt- 

emergency measure to provide faciities for trucks At 
the most mmportant crossengs. in partecular at Frankfury/ 
Oder, the German ude proposes to construct a ace 
motorway for five kilometers before and aficr the 
border 

The modernization of border crossengs 1s also a precon- 
dition for tourssm. The Baltsc coast and the many lakes 
and forests in the Eastmark and Pomecrama could turn 
imto a recreation region for Beriners. So far. the mnfra- 
Structure is still Karol Srwarc, bead of the 

commusson mn Warsaw. thinks that man, local 
authorities would be prepared to make sites available for 
Berliners to park ther travers. 

The German development plan provides for small bus:- 
ness loans to help private boarding houses. hotels. and 
restaurants on the Baltsc coast and farms ready to offer 
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Dumas Returns to Paris Following Mescow f vents 

LD1908085 391 Paris France-Inter Radi Nectar’ 
on French OOO GMT 19 Aug 9! 

* Defense Council on S45 Missile Cancellation 
VIE SOORIB Pars LE QUOTIDIEN DE PARIS 
in French 2) Jul 91 p 
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does not make the Germans very happy. and they have 
not hesitated to vent their opinion on the subject. 

There was yet another possibility, that of eviscerating the 
Strategic Air Force [FAS]. As everyone knows, its bomb 
delivery systems, the Mirage IV P and the naval aviation 
Super-Etendard, are just as obsolete as the $3's on the 
Albion plateau. Even more so, given the rapid progress 
in antiaircraft weapons systems. In 1996, the entire FAS 
panoply will have to be replaced. But the head of state 
did not want to amputate this component. It would seem 
that industrial considerations were paramount. Termi- 
nation of the Mirage 2000 N. which is supposed to 
replace the squadrons currently in service, would have 
come as a harsh blow to Dassault. Also, there may have 
been a desire not to ycopardize negotiations now under 
way with Great Britain on production of the ASLP 
(long-range air-to-ground missile), which a Mirage 2000 
N could fire from afar with a good chance of defeating 
enemy antiaircraft defenses. 

It 1s thus Albion and its missiles that will pay the costs of 
austerity: They will now have all the time in the world to 
rust in their silos. 

The decision was a difficult one. lt could casily have 
gone otherwise. At any rate, 1t would be disingenuous to 
attribute it solely to the lessons of the Gulf war. On !1 
October 1988, well before the war, Francois Mitterrand 
spoke of the need to modernize the Albion missiles, 
pointing Out that any attack against that ground compo- 
nent would mean “we were already at war and our 
Strategic force would be instantly unleashed.” At the 
same time, though, the president announced his rejec- 
tion of a mobile missile because “France's territorial size 
1S too small.” 

So there will be no “missile on wheels,” and even if the 
Albion site 18 modernized somewhat, it will remain 
inadequate ana poorly adapted to the challenges of the 
future. 

* Luxury Goods Continue To Sell in Japan 

YIESIOI3A Paris LUSINE NOUVELLE in French 

25 Jul 91 p 27 

[Jacqueline Mattei article: “French Luxury Goods Hold 
Their Own in Japan”—first paragraph is L°USINE 
NOUVELLE introduction) 

[Text] The alarmist talk of some manufacturers would 
seem to be unjustified. Sales of luxury products to Japan 
continue to grow.... 

Are the Japanese—in retaliation for Edith Cresson’s 
harsh words—going to boycott French products”? That 
fear has been expressed by makers of some French 
luxury goods. Hermes talks about “heartbroken” letters 
from its Japanese clients. “Our Japanese buyers are 
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bitter,” confirms Christian Blanckaert, general delegate 
of the Colbert commitice, whose membership comprises 
a goodly portion of the industry. 

Doubtless an understandable concern. The 70 members 
of the Colbert committee (28 billion French francs [Fr] 
sales) make profits averaging 22 percent on their sales to 
Asia: The figure even tops 50 percent for fancy leather 
goods. In the current gloomy world economic condi- 
tions, Japan represents the principal engine of growth for 
the luxury industries. 

But the alarmism certainly seems unjustified. “Things 
have never been better. We are selling more and more 
cognac to Japan.” exclaims an official of the Hennessy 
company, which has seen its market share im Asia grow 
from 36 to 39 percent. Other premier labels—marketed 
by LVMH, Moct, and Vuitton (one-third of whose sales 
are to Japan, not counting purchases by Japanese trav- 
cling abroad)}—also seem untouched by the “Cresson 
effect.” 

French “Myth” 

L‘Oreal says 11 1s likewrse unaffected. Both deluxe brands 
(Lancome, Helena Rubinstein) and mass-market prod- 
ucts continue to sell briskly. “The boycott 1s a French 
myth. The Japanese are very fond of high-quality 
Western products. And when they engage in protec- 
tionism, they use other methods: L’Oreal, for example. 
had to build a laboratory to reformulate its hair lotion 
offerings and create a department to ‘Japanize’ its lines,” 
says compan. spokesperson Francois Archambault. 

Other industries are also doing quite well. Franco- 
Japanese tensions have not shaken the sol .d base estab- 
lished by Air Liquide or jeopardized the contracts of 
COGEMA [General Nuclear Materials Company]. The 
French ostracism of Japanese automobiles has not even 
affected sales of French vehicles in Japan. There was a 
slight slowdown a few months back in the number of 
vehicles imported, but it primarily affected German 
makes. Peugeot has held onto its market share (2.7 
percent of all vehicles imported) and has seen no reduc- 
tion in orders in recent weeks. 

Modest as they may be, automobile sales constitute our 
third largest export to Japan, behind and art 
objects and just ahead of nuclear products. In all, French 
exports in 1990 came to Fr22 billion... versus Fr5! 
billion in imports. After a strong surge in April (to Fr2.7 
billion), they fell back in May (to Fr2 billion) but are still 
greater than last year’s monthly average. 

In the end, much ado about nothing. It matiers not that 
Edith Cresson compared the Japanese to “ants” on 
American television: Eventually she toned down her 
statements, and now she talks of visiting Japan. Already, 
between Paris and Tokyo, the decibel level is being 
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Controversy Over Albanian Refugees Continues 

Over 2,000 Remain 

4U' 1608163291 Paris AFP in English 1551 GMT 
16 Aug 91 

{Text} Rome. Aug 16 (AFP) — A total of 2,600 Albanian 
refugees who arrived in southeastern Italy earlier this 
month have been allowed to stay temporarily and have 
been dispersed in 14 different regions, official sources 
said Friday [16 August}. 

The figure is twice an carler estimate made when the 
authorities in Rome relented on an carler decision to 
deport all the more than 18.000 refugees who crossed the 
Adriatic in the days following August 7. 

Pohce said they had underestimated the number of 
refugees who had hidden under the stand and in the 
basement areas of the Bar sports stadium where many of 
the refugees had been installed. 

Meanwhile Rome and Tirana have agreed on measures 
for the shipment of Itahan aid to the Balkan static 
designed to forestall a further exodus. The measures 
were announced at Tirana on Friday by an Italian 
delegation, the news agency ANSA said. 

Die Hards Flown Home 

AU 1 7081S 2091 Paris AFP in English 1452 GMT 
17 Aug 91 

[Text] Rome, Aug 17 (AFP)}—In a suprise overnight 
operation, the liahan authorities sent more than 1,000 
die-hard Albanian refugees on an airlift home less than 
three days after giving them hope that they would be able 
10 Slay. 

The 1.500 refugees who had refused to return home from 
Bari, in southern Italy, were taken from holding centres 
at 14 pornts in Italy during the night and put on coaches 
taking them to various airports, official said Saturday. 
Starting at dawn, Hercules C-1 30 military transports and 
Aw ltaha DC-9's flew the refugees to the Albanian 
capital Tirana. Heavy police guards lined the landing 
strips 

The Kahan authorities decided on Wednesday. fearing 
violence, to move the hard-core refugees from Bari's port 
and sports stadium, where they had been held for several 
days. and distribute them around the north of the 
country 

4 total of 1.100 of the nearly 20,000 Albanians who 
arrived in italy since August 7 have been allowed to 
remain. Around 17,000 Albanians were repatriated by 
aw and sea from Bari and the neighboring port of 
Brindisi prio: to Saturday's operation. 

Commenting on the operation, Intersor Minister Margh- 
erita Boniver said the law on illegal immigration had 
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been correctly applied. The so-called Maricil: Law pro- 
vides for ummugrants without work contracts or unabdie to 
claim they are political refugees to be returned to their 
homeland. 

Boniver said the cases of those claiming to be military 
deseriers would be examined separatcly. without sug- 
gesting that they would necessarily be allowed to stay in 
italy. 

The decision by the authorities to grant a stay of depor- 
tatson to the die-hard refugees who refused to leave Barn 
was criticised in Tirana as well as in many parts of lialy. 

Albanian Prime Minister Yili Bufi observed that the 
ltahan Government itself had admitted “that no reasons 
existed to grant political cxile to the refugees.” 

Albania apparently feared that if the hard core were 
allowed to remain, 1 would encourage further, future 
waves of Albanians to leave for Italy. 

Coalition Leader Resigns 

11° 1608174691 Paris AFP in English 1735 GMT 
16 Aug 9! 

Sea Seaae® See Aug 16 (AFP) — The president of 
Social Democratic Party (SDP), one of four parties in 

ne ruling coalition, resigned Friday [16 August] in 
protest at the Itahan Government's handling of the 
Albanian refugee crisis. 

SDP head Luigi Pret also called on President Francesco 
Cossiga to dismiss Interior Minister Vincenzo Scotti. 
“When the state 1s incapable and powerless, i's the 
strongest who are always mght. as the Albanian rebels 
have shown,” Pret: said in a Statement published in this 
northern city. 

He said the interior minister should be sacked for his 
handling of the crisis sparked by the arrival carler this 
month of more than 18,000 Albanian refugees in south- 
eastern Italy. Most of these were sent home, bul more 
than 2.000 who fought Italian authorities were allowed 
to remain. 

The SDP has two ministers and two secretaries of state 
under Prime Minister Giuho Andreotts. 

De Michelis Interviewed on Vugosiay Crisis 
PM 1608141291 Rome L-ESPRESSO in lalian 
18 Aug 91 pp 66-67 

[Interview with Foreign Minister Gianni de Michelis by 
Gianni Perret, place and date not given) 

[Text] Some $00,000 km, 15 times round the world. 
Foreign Minister Gianni De Michelis has been even 
more dynamic than George Bush in the past year. “Only 
Secretary of State James Baker 1s ahead of me,” he said 
with a hint of vanity. According to a study by THE 
ECONOMIST, the foreign ministers of the great powers 
met three times a year in the sixties. Now they see cach 
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other three tumes a week. In the past two months. since 

the Yugoslav crisis started. the European foreign minis- 
ters have spoken to cach other every day. Bul so much 

activily has not yet succeeded in dispelling the nightmare 
of civil war on Yugoslavia. The cease-fire between Serbia 
and Croatia seems increasingly fragile, and Europe 
seems incapable of settling the crisis simply by negotia- 
tons 

“I thenk very differently.” De Michelss said fervenily: 
“Anybody who has this impression of impotence ought 
to cxaplain to me what cise the EEC could have devised. 
All possible initiatives have been carefully assessed. We 
had lengthy discussions about the appropratcncss of 
recognizing the independence of Slovenia and Croatia, 
but the :dea has been dismissed for the ume being. even 
by Austria. It 1s on the interests of Europe as a whole that 
Yugoslavia should continuc to be a united entity: obvi- 
ously not with the former institutions bul with a confcd- 
eral structure or a unson of sovereign states. Of course. if 
the situation were to worsen, we would review this 
outlook. but our yornt effort 1s directed at preventing an 
ilicgitumate government based only on force being 
imposed in Yugoslavia The other possible hypothesis 1s 
that of military intervention in the trouble spots, but this 
18 not like berating Kuwart. It 1s an interethnic conflict. 
The situation in Croatia ts similar to that in Ulster. 
Europe has not received any request to send troops to 
Yugoslavia A European intervention force 1s not wanted 
by the Croats, they clearly stated that on television. The 
only possible path 1s therefore political initiative. using 
all possible means of pressure, including economic dis- 
meoentives, which | do not call sanctions, to encourage 
Acgoliation ~ 

{Perret} This 1s still the policy of appealing to common 
sense, which has so far produced very littic. 

[De Michels] | would not say that. Regarding practical 
measures, we have started monitoring to safeguard and 
consolidate the truce. We have established fundamental 
principles like respect for internal borders and the pro- 
tection of minorities’ mghts. The borders can be altered, 
but only after negotiations, not unilaterally, and showing 
respect for the rules of the game. | said that to my 
Slovene frends, too. In addition, we have asked the 
Federal Presidency to organize a peace conference. We 
have also announced that the EEC itself will convene it if 
there 1s nO agreement among the warring republics. 
These all strike me as strong initiatives. 

[Perret] They may be strong, but there 1s still a fear that 
they are not strong enough to unravel such difficult 
knots 

[De Michelss} | have often been accused of excessive 
optimism because | sand that | saw no danger of a coup 
im Yugoslavia. I feel | can now say that there wiil not be 
a gencral war. The situation is certainly not out of 
control. It 1s not true that Serbia 1s the last stronghold of 
Stalinism and that Croatia 1s a bastion of intransigence 
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Milosevic and Tudyman are first- class leaders who are 
trying to play the game om political terms nonctheless. 
Naturally. cach of them 1 under pressure. The exercise 
of democracy 1s being sacrificed somewhal to nation- 
alismn. But 11 1s wrong to think that there 1s no democracy 
in cither Serbia or Croatia. 

[Perret] The fact remains that Serbia and Croatia are 
not even able to communicaic. 

[De Michels] Yes, indeed. the most striking thing 1s the 
lack of mutual trust. Not even in the territones occupied 
by Isracl do you find such a deeply rooted conviction 
that the neighboring people are untrustworthy. Caught in 
this trap, poor Mesic. the federal president. cannot fully 
play his pivotal role because if he did so al home in 
Croatia, he would be regarded as a trastor. Even in this 
extremely complex situation, the protagonists are all 
moving with catreme Caution. 

[Perrel] Not with enough caution i view of the fact 
that they have failed to prevent a bloodbath. 

[De Michels] | understand that the television pictures 
have an cnormous impact. Let us make \hings clear— 
300 dead 1s a terrible figure. But | would like to remind 
you that during World War Il, the civil war in Yugo- 
slavia left | milhon people dead. You have to have a 
sense of proportion. | personally think that the whole 
negotiating phase will be peppered with cases of provo- 
cation. It 1s not casy to say that. But | also think that we 
absolutely must not be deflected from the search for 
dialoguc. 

[Perret] Does the ltahan Government have a program 
for our minorities” 

[De Michelss} The division of Slovenia from Croatia has 
divided the Htalian community of Istria. We are fighting 
for two objectives: the protection of our minorities and 
the defense of the national “memory” and a Slovenian- 
Croatian agreement 1s capable of safeguarding it. Some- 
body spoke of a province. | do not know whether that 1s 
legally possible, but at all events i 1s necessary to create 
something that cnables our community to be recognized 
as a group from Capodistnia to Fiume. 

[Perret] In the Balkans another fuse 1s still burning— 
Albania 

[De Michels} After 45 years of complete isolation, i 1s 
obvious that everything im Albania will be extremely 
fragile and precarious. But, having said thai, the country 
1s small with a small. cthnically homogencous popula- 
Won. 

[Perret] Above all they want to be integrated into Italy. 

[De Michelis} It 1s clear that the rebuilding effort will be 
very difficult and the burden will be on our shoulders. 
This cannot be helped. With regard to the Albanians who 
try to entry our country, we will try to send them back in 
accordance with the law—with tact and civility, without 
enforced repatriation. 
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Noguiera on Coalition, SFRY Force Prospects 

LD1508124991 Lisbon RDP Internacional 
in Portuguese 1116 GMT 15 Aug 91 

[Excerpts] Minister Fernando Nogucira says in an inter- 
view in O PUBLICO that the Social Demo- 
cratic Party [PSD] will form a governz:en! with Cavaco 
Silva as prime minister if the Social Democrats win a 
majority in parsament in the coming election. Failing 
this, the defense and deputy prime minister said, the 
PSD will be in the opposition. He recalled that the party 
leader 1s on record as saying thal past government 
coalition expermments have imvariably produced poor 
results. [passage omitted] 

On defense matters, Minister Fernando who 1s 
acting for Prime Minister Cavaco Silva during the lat- 
ter’s holiday. was asked whether ae coee 
pate im an intervention force in the Y replied 
that Portugal has the military means to participate in 
such a force anywhere in the world. 

* INE Statistical Demographic Data Analyzed 
YIESOY91B Lisbon SABADO in Portuguese 
12-18 Jul 91 pp 90-92 

[Fernando Valdez article. “Portuguese Population 
Growth Slowing”) 

{Excerpts} According to the National Statistics Institute 
(INE) estimate, which claims a margin of error of less 
than 5 percent, the annual rate of growth for the popu- 
lation of Portugal in the past 10 years slightly exceeded 
one-third of that reported as an average for the |! years 
between the 1970 and 1971 [as published] census counts, 
when the increase was 1.2! percent per year. 

As in the earlier penod, the highest rate of population 
continues to be seen im the Lisbon and T 

pry dah beet Db 
the second-highest population growth rate in 

rat A ha 1970 and 1981. was clearly outdone in 
the last decade by the rate of growth in the northern region. 
although the rates have slowed in both areas. 

The rate of population decrease in Alentejo, which was 
0.13 percent per year between 1970 and 1981, intensi- 
fied during the past decade to an annual rate of decline of 
0.45 percent. 

The Center region, which had previously shown a posi- 
tive variation, saw a slight population decline in com- 
parison to 1981, at an average rate of decline of 0.08 
percent per year. 

In the Autonomous Region of the Azores, where the 
population decline averaged 1.36 percent per year 
between 1970 and 1981. a slight increase was seen in the 
last decade, at an annual rate of 0.08 percent. The 
autonomous regions are the only areas in which an 
acceleration of population growth can be seen. 

The Lisbon and Tagus Valley regions and the North, 
with very similar populations, account for almost 70 
percent of the total population of the country today, and 
73 percent of the residents on the continent. 
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The first 1991 census estimates point toward a continued 
Portuguese population shift toward the coast, with 
internal immigration in that direction and the deserufi- 
catson of the intenor region still occurring, although ai a 
slower rate than during the ummediately preceding 
penod [passage omitied] 

In connection with the results this year, 1 1s important to 
remember that we are dealing with estimaics with an 
allowable error of up to 5 percent. which. when applied 
to about 3.4 million houscholds, amounts to 170,000. 

In the past decade, to the estimates released. the 
number of families increased 13.17 percent, a much higher 
percentage than that for population increase. This repre- 
sents a decline im average family size from 3.4 to 3! 
persons. 

The average number of persons per houschold declined 
from 2.9 in 1981 to 2.4 this year. 

One of the major concerns of the INE officials pertains 
to the Algarve, where ut was impossible to recruit and 
retain the personnel needed for th: 1991 census. The 
reason for the difficulty was the heavy seasonal demand 
for workers in the sectors related to tourism. 

Fernando Casimiro said thai the INE sent 40 employees 
from Alentejo to the Algarve to complete the census- 
taking operation. 

The provisional 1991 census data, which will include 
population figures by sex, numbers of me and 
housing units, number of familhes, distribution of water 
services, garbage collection, sewage and clectrical net- 
works, and breakdowns by district and section. are 
expected to be available by the end of this year 

When the final figures are available, which will, in 
principle, be by Marc’ 1993. the INE will have about 
15,000 tables showing cross-referenced data based on the 

obtained during the 1991 census count. These 
tables will include data on the length of time needed to 
find jobs, the means of transportation used. imiternal 
migrations, and rehgson. among other things 

One of the great innovations in the presentation of the 
population and housing census results this year 1s the 
extensive use of computer facilities, masmuch as the 
preliminary and provisional results will be made available 
on diskettes, and the final results on CD-ROM disks 

Utilizing the additional potential provided by the data- 
processing resources, the INE has made progress in the 
mun census project. According to its president, 
Manuel Jose Vilares, this will make 1 possible to identify 
the parishes with higher or iower percentages of children. 

persons, and coverage by sewage and water sysicems 
zones corresponding to the situation programmed in 

will ght up on the computer screens. 

This project, which was tested carler using 198! census 
data, will be very useful to the municipalities. ht will 
enable them to assess more casily where thei efforts 
should be directed for the establishment of infrastruc- 
tures, primary schools, or support for the elderly. 
Manuel Vilares explained 
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Pardon Not Condition of Gonzalez Visit to Malabo 
LD1508214391 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 1800 GMT 15 Aug 91 

[Text] The name of Sergeant Venancio Miko will 
undoubtedly stli be familiar to you. He 1s the Equatoral 
Guinean member of the military who took refuge in the 
Spanish Embassy in Maiabo about eight years ago. after 
the failure of an attempted coup d'etat im the former 
Afmcan colony. lt caused a serious diplomatic collision 
between Spain and Equatornal Guinea because the death 
sentence was hanging over Miko’s head—hence the 
embassy 's refusal to hand him over. All of this 1s relevant 
because Miko has been pardoned. He 1s free after serving 
only eight of the 30 years in prison to which the death 
sentence was commuted. The pardon has come on the 
eve of the visit to Equatorial Guinea next month by 
Spanish Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez. Esperanza 
Martin reports. 

[Martin] The Diplomatic Information Office (OID) of 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs assesses positively the 
pardon that the authorities of Equatorial Guinea have 
granted to Sgt. Venancio Miko. Al the same time they 
deny that this pardon was an essential condition prior to 
Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez’ visit to that Afncan 
country on 9 . The director general [Juan 
Lena] of the OID confirms this in statements to Madnd 
radio. 

[Begin Lena recording} The visit was scheduled and the 
visit was to be made. Although this gesture creates more 

favorable conditions for that visit there was in effect no 
prior condition. [end recording) 

{Martin} Although the pardon for Sgt. Miko creates 
favorable conditions for Felipe Gonzalez’s visit it is 
hoped in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that 1 1s not an 
isolated measure but the beginning of a real opening up 
OID Director General Juan Lena rejects the criticisms 
that Venancio Miko has directored toward Spain after 
his release. Miko crucized the Spanish authorities for 
accepting the political asylum if they knew that they were 
not going to help him. and he complained that in the 
eight years he spent im prison he did not receive any help 
from Spain. The OID, through its director general, docs 
not accept these critecisms. 

[Begin Lena recording] We. that 1s, Spain, have always 
been concerned about Sgt. Miko, regardless of state- 
ments he might now make. | stress that what 1s necessary 
18 to look forward and not enter into cither history or 
recriminations that are not relevant. [end recording) 

{Martin} Venancio Miko took refuge im the Spanish 
Embassy in Malabo after the faiiure of a coup attempt in 
1983 Miko had to leave the diplomatic mission because 
of the negotiations between the governments of Spain 
and Equatorial Guinea and he then went to prison. After 
he had been in the Spanish Embassy. Miko's death 
sentence was commuted to WW years, which finally 
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became 20 thanks to a pardon from [Equatorial Guinea 
President} Teodoro Obiang Nguema Mbasogo. 

ETA Claias Responsibility for Bomb Attacks 

LD1I708093491 Madnd RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 2200 GMT 16 Aug 91 

[Excerpt] [passage omitted] A homemade, low-power 
device exploded in the carly hours of yesterday morning 
in the Spanish Inststute of Culture in Rome. No one was 

sources. It 1s not known who carned out the attack, but 
the Itahan police suspect that « was a group called 
Armed Falange. allied with ETA [Basque Fatherland and 
Liberty]. which has already claimed responsibility for 
other attacks committed in Rome against Spanish inter- 
ests. On 9 August the Itahan police deactivated two 
explosive devices planted at two Spanish travel agencies 
in Rome. In a communique sent to the [Basque] daily 
EGIN today. the ETA clams responsibility for planting 
those devices and another |?) attacks im Italy and Spain 
committed since 2! July. These actions killed two and 
iyured 12. The communique does not mention the 
parcel bomb. which exploded last Wednesday ai the 
central offices in Madrid of the Banco Central. [passage 
omitted] 

Bomb t \plodes on Rail Line 

LDI-0S8084191 Madnd RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish O800 GMT 17 Aug 91 

{Excerpts} Basque Fatherland and Liberty [ETA] has 
once again carned out an attack on the railways. In the 
carly hours of thes morning, a device exploded on the 
lune lynkong Madnd with Bilbao and Pamplona in the 
vicinity of the Burgos town of Pancorbo. More details on 
this from Blanca Ortega: 

jOrtega] A device that exploded at about 0520 this 
morning has cut the railway line between Miranda de 
Ebro and Burgos. The bomb exploded between the 
stations of Bugedo and Pancorbo just a few kilometers 
from Miranda. As a result of the explosion, a goods train 
crashed into a pylon causing slight iyures to its driver. 
Since the explosion, the Civil Guards have been 
searching the railway line. It 1s still not known how long 
it will take to restore rail traffic. [passage omitted) The 
explosion 1 affecting the passenger trams running 
between Bilbao and Madrnd and Bilbao and Pamplona as 
well as numerous regional services. It was necessary to 

divert the Puerta del Sol [the Madrnd-Paris train) and 
transfer passengers on the Barcelona-<Gyon TALGO 
[first-class mmtercity tran], Meanwhile, since carly this 
morning numerous passengers have been wasting to be 
taken by bus to their destinations, and so far RENFE 
[Spanish National Railway Network] has not been able 
to embark all those who have had to stop at Miranda 
station [passage omitted] 
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“Definitive Blow’ Claimed Against ETA 

LD1808095 191 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 0700 GMT 18 Aug 91 

in Urbina in Alava province: and (Patxi Itziar), born in 
Deba in Gurpuzcoa Province. [passage omitted] 

m recent months, to which a total of 13 murders are 

Basque Country. Good morning Arantxa Goyoaga 

part the Gesture for Peace coordinating commiutice has 
called 63 silent gatherings im the Basque country and 
Navarre today. The pacifist coordinating commutice 
thus aims to express grief for the loss of human lives. 

Bilbao : in 
offices and forced the closure of some of the many 
pavement cafes in the zone. As they went past the office 

the civil governor of Vizcaya they also three stones at 
the windows of the building. For thei part the police mot 
control forces charged the troublemakers 
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Geverameat ‘Badly Surprised’ by VMiescow FE vents 

LD1908102991 Bern Swiss Radio International 
in English 1000 GMT 19 Aug 91 

[Teat] The Swess Foreagn Ministry say fas heard) the 
government has been badly surprised by events in the 
Soviet L non bul needs more information before making 
a full assessment of the situation. 

4 Foreign Ministry spokesman described Mr Gor- 
bachey's replacement as grave and sand ut could have 
semous consequences. He said the federal government 
was being kept informed about the lates: developments 
im the Soviet Union and would give a formal comment 
laicr today 

Felber Views Slovenia, Croatia Recognition 

LD1708161191 Bern Swiss Radio International 
in English 1530 GMT 17 Aug 91 

[Text] The Swess foreign munister, Rene Felber, says 
Switzerland will recognize the breakaway Yugoslav 
republics of Slovenia and Croatia only if other nations of 
Europe take a similar step. 

Mr Feller. speaking in an interview with the BERNER 
ZEITUNG newspaper, sand that Switzerland had con- 
tacts with the two republics ("but would) follow a Euro- 
pean Communiy move on whether to recognize their 
independence He said recognition would probably 
follow a massive intervention by the Yugoslav Federal 
Army om Croatia or Slovenia. 

Bakhtiar \lurder Suspect Escapes Detection 

1l 1608182691 Paris AFP in English 1626 GMT 
16 Aug Yi 

[Text] Geneva, Aug 16 (APP) — An Iranian wanted by 
police mm connection with last week's murder of former 
Iranian Premier Shapur Bakbuar escaped detection al a 
Geneva hotel because the local police computer broke 
down, a Geneva police spokesman said Friday [16 
August}, Spokesman Thierry Magnin said the break- 
down prevented the computer from checking the identity 
of Al Vaksh Rad, who had checked into the Hotel 
Windsor here as Musa Kocer. Forms from the city’s | 20 
hotels are routinely fed into the computer. 

Magnin sard the suspect had left the hotel by the ume 
police arrived at the hotel on Wednesday Meanwhile. 
Iranian Farydoun Boyerahmadi, also wanted by French 
police over the Bakhtiar killing. telephoned to his girl- 
frvend in Paris carly Wednesday, but she hung up almost 
immediaicly. rehable sources in Paris said. 

Police are seeking Boyerahmadi, Rad and a third person. 
Mohamac Azadi. who were the last visitors to meet 
Bakhtiar at the time he was murdered on August 6. The 
bodees of Bakhtiar and an aide, who had both been 
stabbed to death, wre found two days later. 

SWITZERLAND 2» 

* Liberal Party Presents Legisiative Program 

9IENO726A Genewa JOURNAL DE GENEVE 
in French S$ Jul 91 p 17 

[Jose Bessard artcle: “Liberals Institutions 

[Text] “There 1s no longer a consensus, only trade-offs.” 
To get around this “hemmung in” of the institutvons. the 
Liberals are prepared to renounce the “magic formula”. 

The “magic formula” has had us day. The Socialists 

A Strong | ederal ( ovncil 

Vaud and chairman of the party's platform committee. 
“Today there is no longer a consensus, there are only 
trade-offs. There are no longer any ideas, just reciprocal 
neutralization of the different political currents” 



w SWITZERLAND 

that 1 participates im the Federal Council” Do these 
critscrsms mean that the Federal Council's “magic for- 
mula™ (two PRD [Radical Democratic Party |. two PDC 
[Christian Democratic People’s Party). two PS [Socsalest 
Party], one UDC [expansion not given]) should be 
ditched” “We are not far from thinking that ut has had its 
day.” admits the deputy from Vaud. 

And what about a Liberal in the Federal Council’ “We 
must first of all find the persons.” says Claude Bonnard 
For the moment the PLS “supports the proposal to 

a covenanied government that would clearly represent a 
convergence of the political approaches of the majority 
Coalition's member parties 

Another of the platform's strong planks has to do with 
the justice department. “The Federal Courts system 
overloaded,” asserts the PLS. “Its role must be lemited to 

As regards foreign policy, the Liberals would seem to be 

mcreased cooperation within EFTA [European Free 
Trade Association], We musi convince owr people that 
Europe s our destiny.” emphasizes Jean-Francow 
Leuba 

FBIS- WEL -91-160 
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“The federal clectons are taking place at a crucial 
moment for Switzerland.” says Claude Bonnard 
(Europe. weakness of insistutons. new challenges) And 
to conclude’ The “Swiss people must rally.” 1 as to 
enable the ballot box to produce an effective Parha- 
ment—~ one capable of moving forward ~ 

* Immigiation Issucs Viewed, Changes Planned 

VIENOTIOB Paris LE MONDE in French 
17 Jul 91 p 8 

(Jean-Claude Bubrer article: “Swuzeriand: The Dangers 
of Quotas] 

[Text] Wath one out of every si ressdents a foreigner, 
Switzerland has long had immigration probicms similar 
to those facing France. As of the 1970's, natvonalist and 
xcnophobi movements were already embarked on a 
crusade against “foreign overpopulation ~ 

During the 1980's, the influa of politcal refugecs. mainly 
from Third World countnes, provaded them with 4 new 

more immigrants than in 1990. If to the foreign residents 
we add the scasonal workers, imternational officials. 
persons with visitor permits of short duration, applicants 

workers. the 

The 947.000 foreygners engaged in a lucrative activity. 
and representing a fourth of the country’s active popu- 
lation, include 183.000 border-zone mhabsants. In a 
country with an unemployment rate of barely | percent. 
the pressures on the job market favor also the use of 
itlegal ummugrant labor The Federation of Lumbermen 
and Construction Workers estimates the number of 
illegal foreign workers. mainly in the construction, hotel. 
and agricultural sectors, at between 120,000 and 
180.000. Half of them, however, might be termed sem- 
illegal. on that they contribute to social security and pay 

tances 

Toughening the Law Against Iilegal | abor 

In spite of a toughening of the law providing for fines of 
up to 100,000 Swess francs, the authoriees generally 
close thew cvyes and are dl-cquipped to pursuc the 
offenders. The heads of the labor inspectorate services 
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* Textile Firms Weigh Production Opportunitics 

VIE P0638 Copenhagen BERLINGSAE TIDENDE 
in Danish 4 Jul 91 p 2 

[Kiaws Snsthyacr article “Sending Danish Production to 
Poland | 

[Text] The quality will be poorer and delivery ume will 
be extended Therefore « « senwhbic to send oul only 
large orders for production in Poland. according to a ace 
Study om the teatile arca 

thew production to other countnes 

A product that costs 100 kroner to produce m Denman 

costs only 40 kroner in Poland. to a new study according 
made by the Textile and Clothing Industry Assocsation 

than before says division chict Soren Holm Pedersen 
of the trade div rsson of the Textile and ( lothing Industry 
Association 

In the past only a few big Danish clothing firm Ss .< = 
orders abroad—primarily to southern Europe and 
Asia—but Poland's shift to a market cconom, has made 
" natural for many of the smalicr firms to consder 
production there 

Soren Holm Pedersen admits that this dev clopment «ill 
mevitably iead to the loss of Danrsh pois In the last four 
years alone, 3.000 jobs hawe been lost m the Danish 
clotheng industry. which employed around | 1.000 

workers thes year 

Tatiana Harber ( lesed. Other I raffic Normal 

LD1908083191 Hetunks Suomen Viewradio Network 
on Finnish OROO GMT 19 Aug 9! 

landong cards Aw and tram traffx betwoen Finland and 
the Sovrct Umon has at least wo far been proceeding 
normally 

Varties Border ( loved 

LD I 90808459!) Helunks Suomen Viewradio Network 

on Fonnesh OROO GMT 19 Aug 9! 

* Defense Minister ( omments on (SSR Visit 

VIENOT234 Helunks HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
im Finnish 13 Jul 91 p 7 

[Text] Defense Minister Elisabeth Reha (Swedish Peo- 
ple 's Party) does not comwder it appropriate to establish 
permanent CSCE peacekeeping forces. In Rehn's 
opmmon, instead of permanent CSCE forces. the 
emphasis should be pul on further development of the 
UN peacekeeping operations 

“Establishing CSCE peacekeeping forces docs not seem 
appropnate The United Nations already has a well- 
developed peacekeeping organization. and creating a 
competitor would be gratuitous.” sand Reba. who 
recently returned from an official vient to the Soviet 
l mon 

Reha does not think 1 1s a good idea that all sorts of “boy 
scouts” begin to secure peace She suggested that. if the 
CSCE establishes its own forces. thes could lead to the 
establishment of wsmilar forces in Africa and on other 

continents 

In fact. Rehm sand she spontancously gave a thumbs 
down to European peacekeeping forces 
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General Aumo Payunca. checf secretary of the Monestry of 
Defense, has also stated publicly that CSCE forces 
should not be made imtoo a competitor with the UN 
peacekceping forces 

The msec of permancet CSCE forces come up on 
Thursday when Minssicr of Foreign Affaurs Paavo \ay- 
rynen (C enter Party) stated thai estabirshing suck a force 
would make sense Vayryncn seed be capected the msuc 

Ecunomy, who was in Rehn's entourage, said that the 
Soviet U mon docs not want to make a bid on airplancs 

NORDIC COUNTRIES 

The dreacwwwons betecen Rehe and Vaso had alo 

touched on the process of Balt mdependence and the 
ace Soviet dcfemsec theory 

Reha had visited Sovect barracks m \anows parts of the 
country She had been picased to note among other 
things. that doors had heen instalicd mm the lay stones 

In additvon to Li. Gren, Pentinen. Rehn's entourage 
umctuded Mayor General Pentt) Nykancn from the Mon- 
wiry of Defense and ( ommodore Seppo Reis vo from 
the Navy 

* Arms Purchase From Soviet | sion Detailed 
VIENOT DIB Helumks HELSINGIN SANOMET 
in Finnish 19 Jul 91 p 

[Text] The Minestry of Defense well purchase 260 milhon 
markkas worth of defense mater! from the Sovect 
Umon thes vear On Thursday the government granted 
the ministry the power to sgn the acqurwtion contract 

The purchase 1s goung to be financed partially by amor. 
tezing the Sovect det to Finland The mayor part of the 

purchase. however will be compensated by Cownterpur- 

chases from Finnish businesses According to the Mon- 
wiry of Defense. «t will be the first tome such counter. 
purchases have been used on trade between Finland and 
the Soviet LU mon 

The materne! to be purchased includes mainly weapons 
for land forces—for cramplc tanks and supplements to 
carher-bought materre! 

The purchase 1s based on this year's budget authoriza- 
trons. The total authorized budget for the years 1991-95 
ss 3.7 bilhon markkas The purchase comets of the 
authorized orders for the curremt year 

The purpose of the authorization 1s to make acquritron 
contracts wm Sovect trade for the vears 1991-95 m order 

to advance the operative capacities of the Defenw 

Forces. The system of cownterpurchases will be used as 
needed 

A share of the purchase price will he pand by amortizing 
some of the Sovect de™ om the special accownt left over 



NORDIC COUNTRIES 

from clearung trade. and another share will be compe: 
sated by actual counterpurchases from Finarsh cntecr- 

the Sowset UL mon dct to Finland amounts to about 1() 

counterpurchase 
be given final approval by the Ministry of Defense 

After the agreements have been signed. the Ministry of 
Defense will take action to carry out the counterpur- 

Last year, the Defense Forces spent a butle under 24 
tilhon martias on acquisitions 

* Forces Can Adjust to Cuts 

PAE) SOR08 3491 Oslo ARBEIDERBLADET 
in Norwegian 10 Aug 91 p 25 

Unatinibuted report on micrview with Conservative 
leader Kaci: Kulimann Five. place and date not 

gven] 

[Text] “The EC ss not a magic formula that solves every 
problem.” Conservative Party leader Kaci Kulimann 

society of the future makes demands on us Even though 
we may be a member of the EC im 2005. Norway will get 
notheng for free,” Kaci Kulimann Five sand. 

In 15 years’ tome Kaci Kelimann Five's EC well have a 
good supranational system for environmental mon- 

Through majority decrmons un the EC Norway and other 
countries will have pushed through sinct regulations on 
emissions and cracting requirements for a clean environ. 
ment Environmental directives will cover ewerything 
from emissions from cars and ozone-desiroy ing gases to 
the quality of drinking and bathing water 

But does the EC's goal of economec growth square with a 
concern for the environment” 

“There % not necessarily a contradiction between the 
environment and growth. The EC itself has pomted to 
the dangers and realized the need for supranational 
controls of environmentall, damaging emissions The 



Conservative Party icader was unwillong to put a 
on unemployment w= EC memicr Norway m 

2005. But Kaci Kulimann Five docs not dow that 
Norway will have a better chance of overcoming uncm- 
ployment inside, rather than outude, the EC 

Today the EC ss the mam market for Norwegian goods 
The sengle mmternal market with ots racreased compety- 
thon wall affect us regardiess. Inside th: FC we can share 
m the growth. Thes gives icad to a hope of more jos and 

Kaci Kulimann Five asserted that in 2005 Norway wll 
decide for ntself the size and level of social payments and 

in the Conservative Party leader's vison of Europe m 
2005, the EC will have achieved is political union 
Foreign. defense. and security policy will be more closely 
coordinated. The EC will be a driving force im the work 
to build peace. but Kaci Kulimann Five docs not beheve 
m a jount EC army. 

Defense cooperation in NATO will remain 

“We must look after our link with the United States and 
Canada,” sand Kaci Kulimann Five, who beleves that 
the “European pillar” im NATO will be further devel- 
oped in the Western European Unvon 

“We are hardly likely to have seen the last conflicts mm the 
world by the year 2005.” she sand, adding that the F( 
countnes’ jot approach to the Yugoslavia cram 
correct 

By 2005 the EC's borders with the rest of the world will 
have continued to cxapand The Conservative leader 
takes «t for granted thal almost the whole of Western 
Furepe. in addition to Poland. Hungary. and ( zechosto- 
vakia, will have them gold stars on the EC flag 

There «s a shift of power and authority mm the von of 
the future drawn by Kaci Kullmann Five. The EC will 
have more power on matters that concern the EC unron 
But even though the EC countries’ national assembbes 
will have to give up some formal authority. thes does not 
mean good-bye to the Storting and local councils 

“TL beheve that cndividual member countries will solve 

thes problem differently on the basis of ther democratn 

NORDIC COUNTRIES “ 

tradseons. I veew the EC as an cxtcnwon of democracy 
The pount has to be to decode things at the appropratc 
level. Thongs that concern the whole of the EC umon 
belong naturally at the EC level. while other thongs must 
be decsded nationally 

“There can be no doult that Norecgian agriculture 
faceng sagnificant reorganization. Bul thes will come 
regardicss of any lnk eth the EC. Tha, because we 
cannot announce our reugnation from the world and 
GATT” 

Competition and rationalization will mean fewer 
farmers om 2005. But the pacture 6 not one of wnremu- 

Kaci Kulimann Five takes a more powtive weew of the 
future of the fishing industry. As full EC members we 
will have full access to the market for our fish products. 
and the ninctics EEA [European Economic Arca] dchate 
will have been forgotten 

“If we become skillful at cuplortung and refineng our raw 
materials, Norway could m the future have many acw 
jobs om the smelung mdusiry, the fish processung 
industry. the energy sector. and research and education ~ 

Kact Keulimann Five sand. 

* Defense Reports Indicate Diminished Readiness 
VIE NOOO" 1 Ode ARBEIDERBLADET in Norweman 

1S Jul Vi pd 

[Swem Erk Bakken article “Norwegian Soldrers Would 
Not Have a Chance m War” 

[Text] The average Norwegian soldier would queckly not 
have a chance .. war Some solders are not even able to 
take care of themscives. the military's cwn reports say 

The military's own reports following this year's exercise 

in northern Norway. and reports following comparabic 
exercises om the 1980's, have given the average Norwe- 
gian soldier a failing grade. The reports part a gloomy 
pecture of the soldiers’ ability to defend the country m 
case of war 

The brigade mm northern Norway 1s not able to protect 
itself against chemical weapons and im some diviwons 
the soldvers are scarcely able to take care of themsctves. 

ts sand 

Net l aknown 

Hans Rowordet (Progress Party), the chawman of the 
Storting's Standing Commutice on Defense, has not seen 
on read the reports that the sewspapers NOR DL YS and 
NORSK MILITAER TIDSSKRIFT and the Norwegian 
Broadcasting ( orporation s Sunday news program have 
publn ized 
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“Thes ss nothing new for me. There is no doubt that the 
wndividual soldecr's readiness has diminished in recent 
years.” Rowordet told ARBEIDERBLADET. 

Undersecretary Elsa Lisbeth Eriksen, of the Ministry of 
Defense, declined to comment on the reports until she 
could famshanze herself with them. 

soon be completely unuscable and would have almost no 
chance 4 war. 

“This, in my Opimion, ss too harsh a judgment. On the 
other hand, 1 « correct to say that for various reasons 
the level of our soldiers 6, to pul mildly, greatly 
reduced.” Rowordet said. 

The chairman of the Defense Commutice bebeves this 1s 
pert of the price one must pay for cuts im the military, 

i i a ie if 4 i 
g 5 
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* First of Five Ule-Class Submarines Tested 

GIENO767B Oslo AFTENPOSTEN om Norweman 
3 Aug 91 p 32 

[Morten Rod artxie “Norway's New Generanon of 
Submarines” ] 

[Excerpts] [passage omitted) The submerged Royal Nor- 
wegian Navy's [KNM] “Ula™ ghdes through the arch- 
pelago off Bergen. For more than two years, the first 
submarine in the ncw Ula class has undergone extensive 
sca trials. In Nowember the Navy wll acquire a. 

In 199) five additional submarines will be delivered 
after they have tion tected. The KNM's “Ula.” “Uterra.- 
“ “Distem,.” “Utvaer.” “Uthaug.” and “Uredd.~ 
together with si reconverted Kobben class boats, well 

big as an SAS airplane of the 767 Boeing type. The boats 

Kobben class 
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More Secure Submarine 

In addition to the new weapons equipment, Larsen and 
the resi of the crew have a better and more secure 
workplace. There are several evacuation routes. 
Everyone on board has his own bunk separate from the 
messes. The food refrigeration and freezing capacity 1s 
great, and the KNM “Ula™ has two toilets and showers 
with hot and cold water. All of these things were nonex- 
istent luxuries on the old submarines in the Kobben 
class. 

After being submerged for six hours, the ballast tanks are 
emptied. To the great surprise of peopie in small craft, 
the KNM “Ula™ suddenly rises to the surface near the 
Marstein lighthouse. German experts have tested the 
gyrostability of the two periscopes on board. The sea trial 
for the day is over. 

The Ula Class 

Shipyard: Thyssen Nordseewerke, Emden, in Germany. 
Six submarines in the class built. 

Tonnage: On the surface, 1,040, submerged, 1,150 

NORDIC COUNTRIES 37 

Measurements: 59 meters long. 5.4 meters wide, 10.5 
meters from keel to turret, 14 meters from keel to the top 
of the mast. 

Engines: 2 MTU 16V 652 TB9i—aet 5,500 HP. One 
6,000 HP Siemens clectromotor. 

Speed: On the surface, 11 knots, submerged, 20 knots. 

Range: 5.000 nautical miles at 8 knots (comparable to 
going from Bergen to New York and halfway back). Can 
operate independeni of land bases for 45 days. 

Crew: 20 men (approximately 15 officers). 

Torpedocs: 533 mm. 8 bore—<can carry up to 14 torpe- 
does. German AEG DM 2A3. colloquially called “Seca 
Pikes.” Range of up to 28 km at a speed of 23 knots. 
Warhead: 260 kg highly explosive fuel. Price per tor- 
pedo: 10 million kroner. 

Submersion depth: 250 meters (in peacetime). 

Equipment: The command and weapons control systems 
are mainly Norwegian. 

Price: 700 million kroner per boat. 

Source: Jane's Fighting Ships 1990-91, 93rd edition. 
AFTENPOSTEN. 
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Denktas on Reason for Gorbachev's Fall From Power 

741908111191 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radio in Turkish 
to Cyprus 1030 GMT 19 Aug 9! 

[ Text} President Rauf Denktas has said that 11 1s obvious 
thal a coup has been staged against Soviet leader Mikhail 
Gorbachev. He added that the Soviet Union might again 
become a closed soc.cty followin, this development. 

In reply to a question on the issue today, Denktas said: 
We hope that the Soviet Union will safely overcome this 
great crisis in the near future. Our hearts beat together 
with those struggling for freedom and democracy. | am 
also concerned that something might happen to Gor- 
bachev. He was a good and courageous leader. Had he 
found economic support, he would have continued to 
shine like a star. 

Vasiliou, lakovou Address Famagusta Gathering 

NC 1808200291 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network in Greek 1900 GMT 
18 Aug 91 

{Excerpt} The people of Famagusta held a packed rally 
tonight demanding their return to the city as a priority 
based on the summit agreements and, at the same time, 
demanded a Cyprus solution that includes the with- 
drawal of the occupation troops and settlers. The rally 
was held in Dherinia as part of Famagusta Remem- 
brance observances marking the | 7th anniversary of the 
city’s occupation. The rally was attended by the presi- 
dent of the Republic, the president of the House of 
Representatives, party leaders and representatives, 
Archbishop Khrisostomos, members of the Council of 
Ministers, and other officials. 

In hus address at the rally, President Yeoryios Vasiliou 
expressed satisfaction for the international interest, 
which was expressed with the Bush proposal for an 
international conference, as well as with the dispatch of 
officials from the Sovict Union this week to Nicosia, 
Athens, and Ankara. Vasiliou referred to the concern 
being expressed by some quarters over the ongoing 
mobility and fears for possible pressure on our side. 
Vasiliou said: The biggest pressure for us 1s when there 1s 
no mobility, when the status quo continues, when we see 
Famagusta from far away, when the drama of refugees, 
enclaved people, and the relatives of missing persons 
continues, when the presence of Turkish troops and 
settlers continues, when the uncertainty for the future 
continues, and when the faits accomplis are strength- 
ened. 

President Vasihou said there 1s one and only one solu- 
tion, the one that Archbishop Makarnos defined through 
the summit agreements for the establishment of a feder- 
ation that would consist of two parts. He also said 
anyone who tnes to undermine the summit agreements 
or promote the no-solution position, no matier how good 
his intentions, virtually puts the future of these people in 
fatal danger. This is so, he added, because the only thing 
one can achieve with such a policy 1s the consolidation of 
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partition, continuation of occupation, and the uncer- 
tainty for the future. President Vasiliou called on the 
people to be united in continuing the struggle, the course 
charted by Archbishop Makarios to secure the right of all 
the refugees to return to their homes, so human nghts 
will prevail throughout Cyprus and our island will be 
reunited. 

Foreign Minister Yeoryios lakovou also spoke at the 
rally. In his address, lakovou reiterated that ihe question 
of Famagusta’s return to its legitimate residents con- 
tunues to remain a priority for the government, irrespec- 
tuve of the Turkish intransigence. He noted that the 
rights of Famagusta residents are recognized and indis- 
putable in international law and the priority for the 
return of its residents not only is Our Own issuc and 
responsibility, but also that of the international commu- 
nity and the United Nations. The foreign minister said it 
is a mistake for human rights issue, fundamental free- 
doms, and particularly the right of refugees to return to 
be presented as a dispute between the two sides. He said 
this simply is one of the questions on which the Turkish 
position is in full discord with internationally accepted 
principles and patterns. 

lakovou said a crime larger than the city’s occupation 1s 
the fact that the city 1s being used to commit blackmail 
and as a subject for false promises. lakovou said only one 
sector of Famagusta has not as yet been colonized and 
added that the historic course of developments sur- 
rounding the city constitutes a macrocosm of the 
untrustworthiness and lack of goodwill on the part of the 
Turkish invaders. But, he added, we want to believe that 
the upgraded interest demonstrated by the international 
community and all the ongoing efforts will lead to the 
just and viable solution we seck. 

The rally opened with a speech by Dherimia Mayor 
Andreas Panayi, who announced an exhibition center 
will be constructed near the Dherinia checkpoint to brief 
locals and foreigners on the Cyprus issue. [passage 
omitted] 

USSR To Send ‘Special Envoy’ on Cyprus Issue 

NC 1808201591 Athens Ellinitki Radhiofoma Radio 
Network in Greek 1900 GMT 18 Aug 91 

[Text] Former Soviet ambassador in Nicosia Yuriy 
Fokin will begin a tour this week as special envoy on the 
Cyprus issuc. Fokin will be accompanied by Mr. Push- 
kin, Soviet Foreign Ministry sensor official, and will visit 
Nicosia, Athens, and Ankara for consultations con- 
cerning efforts to resolve the Cyprus issue. Fokin's 
mission aims to assist the LN secretary general's mission 
and expresses the Sovict Union's interest in the Cyprus 
issue. 

As President Yeoryios Vassiliou announced at the Fam- 
agusta refugees’ rally. the Soviet officials will arrive in 
Nicosia on Wednesday 
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lakovou Views Developments on Cyprus Issue 
NCi 708180091 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network in Greek 1630 GMT 
17 Aug 91 

[Text] Foreign Minister Yeoryios lakovou said that the 
Cypnot Government will be briefed on any changes in 
Turkey's stance on the Cyprus issue following the second 
round of contacts the UN representatives are carrying 
out in Ankara. 

In an interview with Greek radio, lakovou also said that 

ovou added: If progress 1s not made, we will appraise the 

CYPRUS 9 

Situation and discuss our various options, including 
intensifying the internationalization of the Cyprus issue 
by going to the UN General Assembly. 

Commenting on the possibility of the EEC proposing a 
new imitiative, lakovou sand the Cypriot Government 
will not stop trying to get something out of the Commu- 
nity although. he said. 1t probably wiil not happen until 
next year. 

House To Debate Cyprus Developments 3 Sep 

NC 1908093491 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network in Greek 0900 GMT 
19 Aug 9! 

[Text] At a meeting today, the House of Representatives 
decided ut would discuss developments in the Cyprus 
issue on 3 September. A majority of members rejected 
the United Democratic Union of Cyprus’ proposal for 
holding the debate today and the Democratic Party's 
proposal for holding it on 2! August. 



#0 GREECE 

Ministry Criticizes Turkish Stance on Cyprus 

NC1708164191 Athens Elliniki Radhiofonia Radiw 
Network in Greek 1500 GMT 17 Aug 91 

[Text] Oscar Camihon and Gustav Fesssel, the UN 
secretary general's special envoys, will begin their talks 
with Foreign Minister Andonios Samaras at 2000 today. 
The UN officials arrived in Athens an hour ago to 
continue their meetings on the Cyprus issue in Ankara 
and Nicosia. In a statement in Nicosia, Camilion said 
that the second round of consultations were important in 
reaching a solution to the problem. The Cyprus issue 1s a 
difficult issue, Camulion stressed, but it can be resolved if 
everyone involved carnes out their responsibilities. 

In a statemeni issued today to mark the resumption of 
consultations on the issue in Athens, Ankara, and Nico- 
sia, the Greek Foreign Ministry said that the recent 
actions and statements by Turkish and Turkish Cypriot 
leaders undermine the prospects for convening an inter- 
national conference on the Cyprus issue next September. 

The Foreign Ministry said it 1s necessary to point out the 
Turkish and Turkish Cyprot leaders’ actions and state- 
ments. The statement specifically criticizes the following 
issucs. 

The Turkish foreign minister's statement upon his 
arrival in the occupied areas that the Turkish Cypriots 
are not committed to making concessions on the territo- 
rial question and that they want the issue to be discussed 
at the conference. This statement, the Foreign Ministry 
Statements says runs contrary to the prerequisite that 
progress be made before the conference 1s held. 

The joint declaration by Turkey and the pseudostate 
demanding that direct talks between Greek Cypriots and 
Turkish Cypriots preface the international conference in 
September. The Foreign Ministry statement stresses, 
that this demand falls outside the framework of the UN 
initiative and 1s a second violation of the conference 
agreement. 

The repeated demand for the assimilation of the legal 
Cyprus Government with the Denktas pseudostate. This 
1S & position every party concerned rejects, and ti con- 
Stitutes the third negative development for the realiza- 
tion of a possible mecting. 

The Foreign Ministry statement concludes: Nobody can 
fail to point out that the likelihood of early elections in 
Turkey, with the additional danger of the Cyprus issuc 
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becoming a part of the clection Campaign. creates serious 
doubts about Turkey's ability to seriously discuss such 
important issucs during an clection campaign. 

‘Pessimistic Climate’ Reported 

NC1708214091 Athens Ellinthi Radhiotonia Radw 

Network in Greek 2100 GMT 17 Aug 9! 

[Text] lt appears that a pessimustic climate prevailed at 
the second round of negotiations for the solution of the 
Cyprus problem. which began today at the Foreign 
Ministry with a meeting between Forcign Minister 
Andonios Samaras and Oscar Camilon, a special envoy 
of the UN secretary general. Oscar Camilon and Gustav 
Feissel. another special UN envoy. arrived in Greece this 
afternoon aad met wiih Foreign Minister Andonmos 
Samaras and his associates at 2030. Samaras and Cam- 
ion made statements to the press after ther talks 
concluded at 2200. 

Samaras said that the process for a solution to the 
Cyprus problem is in danger of entering a diplomatic 
maze, adding that without specific answers from the 
Turkish side on the territorial and refugee issues, as well 
as other aspects of the Cyprus problem, u would be 
difficult for the necessary to be made to hold the 
conference. Semaras said that the UN envoys’ upcoming 
mectings in Ankara are very crucial, and he emphasized 
the recent barrage of statements by Turks and Turkish 
Cypriots which, as he put 4. undermine any chance of 
reaching an understanding. 

The foreign minister revicrated that Camihon and 
Feissel need to return from Ankara with specific, con- 
structive, and reasonable proposals 

Camilion described the mecting with Samaras and his 
associates as useful, and he said ut falls within the new 
round of talks on the Cyprus issue. He described the 
Cyprus issue as a very difficult one, adding that everyone 
has to realize that now 1s the time for the problem to be 
solved if all the parties concerned demonstrate goodwill. 

Responding to a question by Greek radio on whether 
they are going to pressure Ankara to make specific 
proposals on the two basic aspects of the problem. 
Camuhon said they will not pressure anybody and noted 
taat there are more than two outstanding problems 

Asked if a conference will be held in September, Cam- 
thon said he hopes so. 
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U.S. Plane Reportedly Drops Supplies for PKK 

NC1908110291 Istanbul HURRIVET om Turkish 
17 Aug 91 p 12 

[Fatuh Cekirge report: “Aid Dropped to the PKK by 
Aw] 

[Text] Ankara—A claim has been made that could result 
m the freezing of relavons between Turkey and the 
United States. It has been alleged that a US. transport 
aircraft dropped aid supplies on the foothills of Mount 
Cudi, where Workers Party of Kurdistan [PKK] muil- 
tants are known to be active, at about 1900 on 15 August. 
The mobile gendarmene unit in the area saw the sup- 

alerted Ankara. The General Staff has ordered an inves- 
ligation. 

Meanwhile, reports indicate that several of the PKK 
militants captured during recent operations in the region 
were carrying US. aid supplies, which they claimed to 
have received from American troops in the regron. It 1s 
believed that this information, as well as other factors. 
was behind State of Emergency Governor Haym Kozak- 
croglu’s carer statement that foreign clements were 
active in the region and that the “area was full of agents.” 
According to various allegations, several foreign cle- 
ments contacted the PAK miiitants shortly after arriving 
in the region. 

lt has been established that the Ministry of Internal 
Affairs and the General Staff had been receiving infor- 
mation on these contacts with the PKK mulitants for 
some time before they asked the command headquarters 
in the region to take appropriate action. 

Officials have determined that a transport aircraft 
dropped aid supplies by parachute on the foothills of 
Mount Cud: on the night of 15 August. The command 
headquarters in the region was told. “A transport aircraft 
dropped aid supplics by parachute in a mountainous 
region where PKK militants are very active.” 

PKA Reportedly To Step | p Activities 

NC 1908070291 Istanbul MILLIVET in Turkish 

14 Aug Yi p IS 

[Report by Faruk Keskin. Mo Masum Swer, Namuik 
Durukan, Sehmus Cakan, and Irfan Selves: “Guerrilla 
Wartare Against the Bandits”) 

{Excerpts} Zakho (MILLIVET NEWS AGENCY)}—As 
the Turkish Armed Forces wrap up thew offensive 
against the Workers Party of Kurdistan [PA.A) camps in 
northern Irag, sieps arc being taken to thwart any 
retahatory moves by PKK militants who managed to flee 
to Iran or central Iraq [passage omitted] 

TURKEY 4i 

PKA Activities Will Be Siepped | p 

High-ranking PKK military official Nizamettin Tas. who 
1s known by the codename “Botan” and who has taken 
part in many PKK actions m Turkey. has sasd that the 
PKK will step up is activities mm the country. particu- 
larly m urban arcas. Tas also claimed thal the losses 
suffered by the PKK during the cross-border operation 
were insignificant [passage omitted) 

Guerrilla Warfare 

Meanwhile, noting the danger and difficulty of using the 
tacuics of conventional warfare to combat the PKK. a 
Turkish military official has said that special operations 
teams and commando units were now being used to 
conduct guernila warfare against the militants. He added 
that this approach would continuc. [passage omiticed] 

PKK's Ocalan, Commander on Recent Events 

NC 1808074291 Paris AFP in English 102 GMT 
18 Aug 9! 

{Text} Al-Hulwah, Lebanon. Aug 18 (AFP)}—Kurdish 
separatist leader Abdullah Ocalan has warned tourists 
that they must have permission from his organization to 
visit Kurdish regions in castern Turkey. and threatened 
to punish those who disobey 

“We will henceforth not permit any tourist to enter 

Workers’ Party (PKK). He told a press conference Sat- 
urday at a PKK traming camp im this town near the 
Synan border that travelers could obtain authorization 
from PKK offices in Europe. 

Ocalan described the kidnapping of 10 German tourists 
carer thes month im castern Anatoha as an “rsolated 

after a week in captivity. 

In the northern iraq: town of Zakho, PKK local guerrilla 
commander Cemi! Baysk told AFP that seven Turkish 
soldvers captured « > August 4 might be released under 
U.N. auspices. “We beleve that the Turkish Army may 
shoot them as it did the 10 troops held hostage that we 
released im June 1988." he added. He said the prisoners 
had been moved to a location outside of the “security 

Bayik dened claims by the Turkish military that 45 
PKK fighters had been killed during Turkish operations 
in Iraq. He sand only four had been killed and four 
wounded, while PKK forces had shot down two Turkish 

one hehcopter. He predicted that Kurdish 
and rough terrain im the arca would foul 

Turkish attempts to install a buffer zone Bayisk warned 
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Rebels Reportediy Leave Behind ‘Hundreds’ of Dead 

74160815199] Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
1440 GMT 16 Aug 9/ 

{Text} Ankara (AA)}—An incursion by the Turkish 
Armed Forces against a terrorist Camp im northern Iraq 1s 
continuing, military sources said on Friday. 

General Hursit Tolon. secretary general of the General 
Staff, and General Turhan Bedirhan, assistant to the 

operation. Asked about a previously quoted citing 
35 terrorist dead, one duty officer said that was 
related only to a small area in a region. 

General Tolon intervened to say that in with 

President Ozal Receives al-Qadhdhafi Envoy 
TA1708183391 Ankara TRT Television Network 
in Turkish 1700 GMT 17 Aug 9! 

[Text] President Turgut Ozal has received (Muhammad 
Mangush), the special representative of Libyan leader 
Mu'ammar al-Qadhdhafi. Presidential spokesman 

i, at his summer residence in Marmaris 

contracting firms. Ozal said that the invitation will be 
studied and a reply will be given later. 

Spokesman on Conditional | se of Iraqi Pipeline 

741608172091 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
1600 GMT 16 Aug 9! 

Text} Ankara (A.A)}—Turkey thinks the opening of the 
uk-Yumurtalik pipeline depends on “completion of 

work at the U.N. and clarification of Iraq's attitude,” 
official sources said on Friday. 

Foreign Ministry spokesman Murat Sungar recalled that 
UN. Resolution 706 puts specific terms and conditions 
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on Iraq's exports of oil. The papeline will be pul to use 
only when the stipulations of the resolution are fulfilled. 
Sungar said. 

“The papeline ss technically ready for use and 1s the most 
suitable instrument for Iraq's oi exports. Besides a UN. 
decision the Turkish Government must also take a 
decision to open the pipeline.” he said. 

Sungar on Swiss Decision To Ban Arms Sales 

TA1608153891 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
1425 GMT 16 Aug 91 

{Excerpts} Ankara (A.A}—Turkey on Friday dismissed a 
week old decision by the Swiss Government to ban arms 
sales to Turkey as “unserious, devoid of essence and of 
no practical value” Foreign Ministry spokesman Murat 
Sungar, commenting on the move, said the Swiss deci- 
sion would not case efforts to improve economic and 
trade tres between the two countnes. 

The Swiss Defense Ministry said August 9 u would 
approve no further weapons caports to Turkey until its 
Foreign Ministry had time to look at the situation in 
northern Irag and make a report. The Swiss decision to 
halt arms sales was ostensibly to protest an incursion by 
Turkish troops which began on August 5 into northern 
Iraq to fight separatist terromsts. [passage omitted] 

Sungar called the Swiss move prejudiced and said 
Turkey regarded Switzeriand as an unrehable partner 
and source of supply. “This stance has hampered coop- 
eration between the two countries im the field of 
defense,” he said. But, the spokesman added, Switzer- 
land's role in Turkey's security and defense “should not 
be cxaggerated.”’ The biggest Turkish-Swiss project to be 
seriously affected will be a deal to buy 650 25mm 
cannons from the Ocerlikon-Buchrie group, a project 
worth about 160 million US dollars. [passage omitted) 

Switzerland exported weapons worth a total 7! milhon 
Swiss Francs (4.7 milhon dollars at current exchange 
rates) to Turkey last year. 

Oral: Early Election Not To Affect 4 Way Summit 

TA1708105191 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radio in Turkish 
to Cyprus 1030 GMT 1? Aug 91 

[Text] Turkish President Turgut Ovzal has said that 
neither the fact that Turkey has carly elections on its 
agenda nor the results of the early elections will affect the 
quadripartite summit proposed for the solution of the 
Cyprus problem. Speaking to reporters in Marmaris 
where he 1s vacationing, Ozal said that there are reports 
that Greece has rejected the quadnpartite summit but 
that he 1s not sure about this information. 

TURKEY a 

Ozal Urges Vote for ‘Stability, Determination 

741608165991 Ankara TRT Television Network 
in Turkish 1600 GMT 16 Aug 91 

[Excerpts] President Turgut Ozal has declared that 
development can continue only through political sta- 
bility. He asked the nation not to allow a situation that 
may lead to coalition governments, now that Turkey 1s 
preparing for clections. 

Ozal, who 1s currently working at the Oklukkoyu State 
Guest House in Marmaris. attended the imauguration 
ceremony of the distinct official and other administrative 
units in Kavakhidere, a newly formed district in Mugla. 

In a Statement ai the ceremony, Ozal recalled thal a new 
election penod 1s approaching and said that clections are 
held to ask for the citizens’ arbitration. He noted that he 
has certain recommendations concerning the points to 
be considered in this arbitration. Ozal said: The most 
important factor in a country’s development 1s stability 
and determination. This has been the case in our country 
as well. We have achieved the highest growth rates 
during periods of stability [passage omitted] 

The president continued: The coming period is impor- 
tant for our children and youth. Turkey has the oppor- 
tunity to become one of the distinguished countnes in 
the world by overcoming many more obstacies in the 
neat five years. If you make a mustake on this issuc by 
leading the country to coalition governments and thus 
returning the country to the penod of instability before 
1980, 11 would not be difficult for our country to regress 
mito the old dark days. Our country could casily ship 

toward that yredicament 

Expressing his views on combating terrorsm, Oval 
remarked thai icrrorsm should not be indulged in any 
way. He declared: We will continue to struggle against 
terrorism until it has been compictely uprooted We will 
fight those who engage in or support terrorism wherever 
we find them. If necessary. a law-decree will be issued on 
this matter. [passage omitted] 

ANAP Deputies Approve Early Election Proposal 

141608183191 Ankara TRT Television Network 
in Turkish 1700 GMT 16 Aug 9! 

{Excerpts} The Motherland Party [ANAP] Turkish 
Grand National Assembly [TGNA] group has approved 
the decision on early elections adopted by the authonzed 
organs of the party. Mesut Yilmaz. ANAP leader and 
prime minister, declared that holding early clections im 
October or November this year will best serve the 
country’s interests. Yilmaz remarked that Turkey can 
overcome the 1990's with a sirong government sup- 
ported by the people without being preoccupied by 
arguments on clections and political stability. 
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The ANAP Assembly group met today to discuss the 

: for carly general 
elections, which Turkey needs. as soon as possible. 

country's mnterests rather than personal considerations | 
call on the opposition parties to display thei sincerity 
regarding carly clections, for which they have repeatedly 
called for the past two and a half years. There are no 
more crxcuses. [end recording] 

141708165291 Ankara TRT Televwmon Network 
in Turkish 16000 GMT 17 Aug 91 
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holding carly clections and that the issue under discus 
son was the proposed amendments to the clection law 
and the clectoral system Also speaking after the mecting. 
Demure! sand that if an agreement os mot reached 

the constitutional amendment. thal issuc i : : ! EH 
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